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Abstract
This paper shows that the growing regional disparities in the U.S. since 1980 can be explained
by firms endogenously responding to a skill-biased technology shock. With the introduction of
a new skill-biased technology that is high fixed cost but low marginal cost, firms endogenously
adopt more in big cities, cities that offer abundant amenities for high-skilled workers, and cities
that are more productive in using high-skilled labor. In cities with more adoption, small and
unproductive firms are more likely to exit the market, increasing the equilibrium rate of turnover
or business dynamism—a selection effect similar to Melitz (2003). Differences in technology
adoption and selection account for three key components of the growing regional disparities
known as the Great Divergence: (1) big cities saw a larger increase in the relative wages and
supply of skilled workers, (2) big cities saw a smaller decline in business dynamism, and (3) firms
in big cities invest more intensively in Information and Communication Technology (ICT).
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Introduction

Since 1980, economic growth in the United States has been concentrated in large urban areas,
leaving small cities and rural areas behind. This trend, known as the Great Divergence (Moretti,
2012), became an increasing concern for policymakers as they learned of its implications for gaps in
health outcomes, social connections, economic mobility, and political tensions.1 Yet, little is known
about the underlying causes.
This paper seeks a joint explanation of three key components of the Great Divergence. First, big
cities experienced larger increases than small cities in the wages and supply of high-skilled workers
relative to low-skilled workers. Second, big cities became more dynamic relative to small cities. In
1980, big and small cities had similar rates of business dynamism, but today big cities are more
dynamic than small cities. Third, firms in big cities spend more intensively on information and
communications technology (ICT) than firms in small cities.2 In the aggregate, the simultaneous
increase in the wage growth and abundance of high-skilled workers is typically explained by skillbiased technical change (SBTC) (Katz and Murphy, 1992). But, this aggregate story does not
explain why SBTC was different across cities.
I develop a spatial model with heterogeneous firms in which the amount of SBTC in each city is
determined endogenously. I consider the introduction of a new technology that lowers the marginal
cost for a firm, but places a higher weight on the use of high-skilled labor and has a higher fixed cost.
The key insight from the model is that firms face different incentives to adopt the new technology
based on the characteristics of their city. Firms adopt more in big cities, cities with amenities
attractive to high-skilled workers, and cities that are ex-ante more productive in using high-skilled
labor. The extent of adoption, and therefore SBTC, varies endogenously across cities, driving a
divergence in average TFP of the firms and explaining the changing relationships of wages and skill
intensity with city size.
Differences in adoption rates across cities also affect rates of business dynamism. In cities with
high adoption rates, wages and rents increase and the small, unproductive firms that do not adopt
the new technology become less profitable. The productivity threshold below which they exit the
market shifts up, and the probability that they exit increases, a selection effect similar to Melitz
(2003). In models of firm dynamics, an increase in the probability of exit increases the equilibrium
rate of turnover, or business dynamism. The firms most affected by the increase in selection are the
less-productive firms using the old technology, which places more weight on low-skilled labor. As a
result, the increase in selection amplifies the differences across cities in TFP growth and SBTC.
The divergence between big and small cities in terms of wages, skill supply, and business dy1
For papers that discuss these implications, see Austin et al. (2018), Chetty and Hendren (2018), Chetty et al.
(2016), Autor et al. (2019), and Autor et al. (2016).
2
While the divergence between big and small cities in the relative wages and supply of skilled workers has been
previously documented in the literature (Diamond, 2016; Moretti, 2013; Baum-Snow et al., 2018; Giannone, 2017),
the changing relationship between dynamism and city size and the relationship between ICT and city size are new
facts that can help shed light on the drivers of the Great Divergence.
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namism has important implications for welfare inequality, economic mobility, and declining regional
convergence (Diamond, 2016; Moretti, 2013; Baum-Snow et al., 2018; Giannone, 2017). Understanding the drivers of these trends is key to policymakers who wish to influence them. I make
progress by showing that they can be explained by differences in technology adoption across cities,
which amplifies existing geographic inequalities along the dimensions for which the new technology
is most suitable.
My analysis proceeds in several steps. First, I document empirical changes in the distribution of
economic activity across cities since 1980. I focus on introducing two new facts to the literature on
the Great Divergence. First, I document the changing relationship between business dynamism and
city size. In 1980, measures of business dynamism, such as establishment entry and exit rates, were
similar in big and small cities. By 2018, big cities exhibited much faster rates of dynamism than
small cities. The increasing relationship between the probability an establishment exits the market
and city size is most pronounced for establishments owned by young, rather than old, firms. These
patterns are consistent with selection becoming tougher in big cities relative to small cities, where
selection is defined as the culling of unproductive firms from the market. Because new firms are,
on average, smaller and less productive, they are more sensitive to changes in selection. Second, I
use a novel dataset on ICT purchases matched with firm-level microdata to show that firms in big
cities spend more on ICT per employee and devote a larger share of their total investment budget
to ICT.3 Finally, I reproduce two facts from the literature that are central to my analysis: big cities
are increasingly more skill abundant and offer a higher skill premium than small cities.
My second contribution is to build a model that allows a joint consideration of the geographic
distribution of relative wage inequality, firm dynamics, and technology adoption. I embed a rich
model of firm dynamics into an otherwise standard spatial equilibrium model with high- and lowskilled workers. Within each city, there is a continuum of monopolistically competitive firms that use
high- and low-skilled labor and floor space to produce a non-tradable intermediate good. Firms pay
a fixed cost in units of high- and low-skilled labor and floor space in the city where they produce.
Firms receive idiosyncratic productivity shocks and make dynamic entry and exit decisions. I
calibrate the model to match key features of the data in 1980, including the cross-sectional patterns
of wages, skill supply, and business dynamism.
My third contribution is to use the model to analyze the diffusion of a new technology that favors
skilled workers. I consider the introduction of a new technology that has an absolute productivity
advantage but is more skill-biased in that the marginal productivity of high-skilled labor is higher
than it is with the old technology. Firms can choose to adopt the new technology, which lowers their
marginal cost but requires a higher fixed cost. Even though the new technology is available everywhere, firms that are ex-ante similar will make different technology adoption decisions depending
on the environment in their city.
After introducing the new skill-biased technology, I solve for a new steady-state equilibrium
3

Closely related work by Beaudry et al. (2010) looks at city-level differences in computer purchases. I discuss the
differences in our findings in Section 2.3.
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in the model. I compare the model steady states before and after the introduction of the new
technology. I show that the model can match all of the changing relationships between the skill
premium and city size, 92 percent of the changing relationship between skill intensity and city size,
and 60 percent of the changing relationship between business dynamism and city size.
In the model, several channels drive the higher technology adoption rates in the big city. The
first channel is the market size effect. For a given productivity, firms in big cities receive a higher
sales volume and are more willing to pay the higher fixed cost to achieve the marginal cost saving
from adopting the new technology. The second channel is ex-ante differences in technology between
the cities. In 1980, firms in big cities were already more productive at using high-skilled labor than
firms in small cities. Even though the new technology keeps the relative weight on skilled labor of
the old and new production functions constant across cities, firms will be more likely to adopt in
cities that are, ex-ante, more productive in using high-skilled labor. The third channel that drives
differences in adoption is amenities. If a city is rich in amenities for high-skilled workers, then all
else equal, there will be a lower relative wage for high-skilled workers, further increasing the return
to adoption. As a validation test of the model, I show that ICT spending is higher in cities already
big in 1980, cities that were more skill-intensive in 1980, and cities with a higher skill premium in
1980, consistent with the patterns of technology adoption in the model.
The change in business dynamism across cities is driven by changes in selection. In cities where
firms adopt more, the exit threshold below which firms exit the market shifts up, meaning that
selection becomes tougher. Small, less-productive firms are relatively better at using low-skilled
labor than big firms that adopt the new technology. When selection becomes tougher, the small
firms exit the market, amplifying the amount of SBTC that the city experiences and increasing
dynamism rates in big cities relative to small cities. An added effect of selection is that it changes
the shape of the firm productivity distribution, truncating it from below and increasing the mass
of firms around the entry-productivity threshold. The change in the distribution of TFP amplifies
the divergence in average TFP between the big and small cities. I decompose average within-city
TFP growth and find that, on average, 48 percent of the growing gap between big and small cities
is explained by selection rather than technology adoption. Similarly, 26 percent of the growing gap
in the relative demand for skilled workers is explained by selection rather than adoption.
Finally, I use the model to analyze a series of policies aimed at increasing adoption. The analysis
suggests a tension between increasing aggregate technology adoption and decreasing geographic
inequality. First, I examine the effect of subsidizing the fixed cost of the new technology. Even if
the government offers this subsidy everywhere, the take-up rate is endogenously higher for firms
in big cities than in small cities—the skill premium increases everywhere, but even more in the
big city. Second, I analyze a policy of subsidizing building construction in big cities. This policy
substantially equalizes rents across cities, and workers move to the big cities. Thus, average wages
and the total number of firms using the new technology increase due to the shift in population, but
at the expense of small cities that lose population.
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Literature Review
A recent literature is devoted to documenting and explaining what Moretti (2012) calls the Great
Divergence, or the growing economic disparities across cities in the United States since 1980. This
literature has primarily focused on the geographic distribution of the skill premium and skilled
workers (Autor, 2019; Baum-Snow et al., 2018; Diamond, 2016; Eckert, 2019; Moretti, 2013). However, to the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to document the changing relationship
of business dynamism with city size and that the well-documented aggregate decline in dynamism
(Decker et al., 2016; Karahan et al., 2019; Pugsley and Sahin, 2018) was more severe in small cities.
This is also the first paper to document the positive relationship between ICT investment and city
size. Thus, an essential contribution of this paper is documenting these facts and showing that they
are robust to controlling for industry composition and changing demographics.
Giannone (2017) was the first to argue that differences in SBTC across cities can account for
the Great Divergence. She exogenously calibrates the differences in SBTC in each city that would
generate the patterns of the Great Divergence. I build on her work by showing that the citylevel differences in SBTC could arise endogenously through the decisions of heterogeneous firms to
adopt a skill-biased technology. This allows me to address the question of why the extent of SBTC
would differ across locations. Contemporaneous work by Davis et al. (2019), Eeckhout et al. (2019),
and Eckert et al. (2019) has a similar goal in that they show that introducing a new skill-biased
technology will endogenously have different effects in different cities. My model complements these
papers by adding a rich model of firm dynamics and by showing the role of selection in amplifying
the Great Divergence.
A large set of papers in the spatial economics literature consider a similar set of facts related
to the sorting of high- and low-skilled workers across space and the growing relationship between
city size and the skill premium. Several papers (Baum-Snow et al. 2018; Rossi-Hansberg et al.
2019; Michaels et al. 2013; Davis and Dingel 2014, 2019) argue that these facts can be explained by
agglomeration economies that are biased towards high-skilled workers. Eckert (2019) and Jiao and
Tian (2019) argue that decreasing communication or trade costs will cause increased geographic
concentration of the high-skilled business services or high-skilled managers in large frontier cities,
amplifying initial productivity differences. Diamond (2016) shows that the effect of an SBTC shock
that is asymmetric across space will be amplified if amenities respond endogenously to an increase
in the supply of skilled labor. Instead, I propose that these trends can be explained by endogenous
differences in the adoption of a new skill-biased technology and provide reduced-form evidence in
support of this mechanism.
Beaudry et al. (2010) were the first to show that the incentives firms face to adopt new technologies vary across cities and that the extent of SBTC will endogenously vary as a result. I build
on this insight by embedding the firm decision to adopt new technologies into a spatial equilibrium
model in which several characteristics of the location, in addition to labor supply, affect the adoption decision of the firm. In particular, this paper identifies three additional city characteristics that
drive differences in adoption: market size, selection, and ex-ante differences in the productivity of
5

using high-skilled labor. In Beaudry et al. (2010), firms adopt more when the skill premium is low,
driving a convergence of the skill premium across cities. Adoption is only asymmetric up to the
point where the skill premium is equalized across cities. Thus, their model cannot match the fact
that the relationship between the skill-premium and city size has become stronger over time.
A relatively small strand of literature considers differences in business dynamism across cities.
Nocke (2006), Asplund and Nocke (2006), and Gaubert (2014) build models in which establishment
turnover will be higher in big cities. Asplund and Nocke (2006) confirm these patterns for Swedish
hair salons and Gaubert (2014) in the French micro-data. I am the first to document the relationship
of business dynamism to city size in the United States, and I am the first to show that these patterns
have changed over time.
In the model, the changing patterns of dynamism over time are driven by selection becoming
tougher in big cities relative to small cities. In contrast, Combes et al. (2012) find no differences
in selection across cities in France. Consistent with this, I find that there were no differences in
selection across cities in the U.S. in 1980, but that the relationship between selection and city size
has grown over time.4 Behrens et al. (2014) build a model in which selection is tougher in big cities
because more-productive entrepreneurs sort to big cities. In contrast, selection becomes tougher in
my model because otherwise similar firms are more likely to adopt high-skilled technologies in big
cities, increasing rents and wages for the smaller firms. Syverson (2004) finds evidence that selection
is tougher in bigger markets in the ready-made concrete industry. I discuss the methodological
differences between my work and the previous literature in Section 2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I describe the data and document
changes in economic activity across cities. In Section 3, I present a spatial equilibrium model
with firm dynamics and a technology adoption decision. In Section 4, I discuss the calibration of
the model and show that it can match the relevant features of the Great Divergence. In Section
5.1, I discuss the channels that drive differences across cities in technology adoption. Section 5.2
provides a decomposition of within-city productivity growth into a component from adoption versus
selection. In Section 5.3, I show that the patterns of adoption in the model match the patterns of
ICT spending in the data. Finally, in Section 6, I use the model to analyze a series of economic
policies before concluding in Section 7.

2

Descriptive Facts

In this section, I document several facts on the relationship of firm behavior with city size. First,
I document the changing relationship between business dynamism and city size between 1980 and
2018. In 1980, big and small cities exhibited similar rates of business dynamism, while today, big
cities are more dynamic than small cities. I argue that part of the changing relationship between
dynamism and city size can be explained by differential changes in selection across cities, where
4

Combes et al. (2012) do not speak to changes in the pattern of selection over time. I discuss further differences
between our work, particularly in the methodology for identifying selection, in Section 2.2.
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selection is defined as the culling of unproductive firms from the market. Specifically, in the model,
selection is an increase in the productivity threshold below which firms exit the market. As selection
becomes tougher, firms are more likely to exit, and the firm turnover rate increases. An increase in
selection should affect young firms more than old firms because they are, on average, less productive
and therefore closer to the exit threshold. I show that the increasing relationship between the
probability of exit and city size is particularly pronounced for establishments attached to young
firms rather than old firms.
Second, I show that firms in big cities spend more on ICT per employee than firms in small
cities, and a larger share of their total investment is spent on ICT. This relationship holds even
when controlling for characteristics of the firms, such as industry, size, and age. Assuming that
ICT use will be higher for firms that adopt new technologies, this pattern suggests that technology
adoption has been more prevalent for firms in big cities than firms in small cities.
Finally, in Appendix A.1, I show that the relationships between the relative wages of skilled
workers and the relative supply of skilled workers with city size have increased over time. These
facts are well known in the literature on the Great Divergence, and I reproduce them as they are
important inputs to my theoretical analysis.

2.1

Data description

Data on Cities To document facts on the changing relationship of economic activity with city
size over time, I use several datasets on individuals and establishments from the U.S. Census Bureau. Throughout, I use Core-Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs) as the definition of cities.5 As a
measure of city size, I use working-age population (ages 20-64), though all results are robust to
using total population. Estimates of county-level working-age population are available from the
Census Bureau’s Intercensal Population Estimates, which I aggregate to the CBSA level. In the
main results, I limit the sample of cities to those with non-missing values of population, wages, and
measures of business dynamism. The final sample includes 934 CBSAs per year.
Data on Firm and Establishment Dynamics To document facts on business dynamics and
technology adoption, I use several sources of firm and establishment microdata from the U.S. Census.
The primary dataset is the public-use Business Dynamic Statistics (BDS), which is available at the
CBSA by sector level and provides information on the number of firms and establishments, job
creation, and job destruction by firm and establishment age. The BDS is made from the Longitudinal
Business Database (LBD), a confidential panel dataset of all U.S. establishments with at least one
employee. I use the LBD to show that the results are robust to controlling for industry composition
across cities at levels of disaggregation that are finer than those available in the BDS.
The LBD includes information on establishment county, employment, industry, and payroll from
1976 to 2014. While the dataset is primarily at the establishment level, some of the analysis is at
the firm level. Establishments are linked to their parent firm using a firm ID, and several firm-level
5
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variables must be created using information from the firm’s establishments. Firm age is imputed
from the first time its oldest establishment is observed in the LBD. Because the LBD started in
1976, meaningful age information begins in 1987 when firm age is known through 11+ years. Firm
industry is imputed from the six-digit NAICS codes, which are available for each of the firm’s
establishments. When a firm has establishments in several industries, I assign a firm industry using
the industry with the firm’s highest share of employment. I assign the two-digit NAICS code first
and then the three-digit code with the most employment that is consistent with the two-digit codes,
and so on, up to six digits. For a consistent measure of industry codes going back to 1976, I use the
NAICS codes available at the establishment level in the LBD from Fort and Klimek (2018).
Throughout the analysis, I use establishment start-up and exit rates as measures of dynamism.
Following Davis et al. (1996), the establishment start-up rate and exit rates at time t are defined
as esrt =

age 0 establishmentst
(establishmentst +establishmentst−1 )/2

and eert =

measures of dynamism are shown in Appendix A.2.

establishments exitst
(establishmentst +establishmentst−1 )/2 .
I take five-year averages6 of all

Additional
dynamism

rates to smooth out spurious variation in the data from city-industry bins with low firm counts and
imputation error resulting from economic census years (years ending in 2 and 7).
Data on ICT Spending For ICT expenditures, I use data from the Annual Capital Expenditures
Survey (ACES) and its ICT supplement between 2003 and 2013. The survey is a repeated crosssection of firms that includes data on capitalized and non-capitalized ICT expenditures and rental,
lease, and maintenance payments for software, computer equipment, and other peripheral ICT
equipment. Software expenses include prepackaged, customized, or in-house built software, including
development-related payroll.
Where possible, I supplement the ACES data with employment, payroll, sales, and industry
information from the LBD and the Economic Census: 92.0% of records contain the firm identifiers
necessary to match to the LBD producing a sample of approximately 256,000 firms. Appendix
A.3 provides information on the characteristics of matchers versus non-matchers. Because the ICT
supplement is only available in later years, I interpret the data as being informative about the period
in my model in which the new skill-biased technology is already available. The survey over-samples
large firms but is representative of the U.S. economy when using sample weights.
For the ACES data, which is at the firm level, I assign a firm location using the location of their
establishments in the LBD. When a firm has establishments in more than one location, I use the
following algorithm to assign their location. First, if the firm has an establishment with a NAICS
code of 55 (devoted to the management of companies), I assign the firm location as the location of
that establishment. If a firm has more than one establishment with NAICS code 55 or if it has no
establishment with NAICS 55, I assign the location using the location of the firm’s establishment
with the highest payroll per employee. In Appendix A.4, I show that the results are robust to using
only single-establishment firms for which there is no ambiguity about their location. I also show
6

Note that in 1980 the five year bin includes 1978-1982 while in every other year it includes year t to t-4. This
is because the year t-4 is not available in the BDS data in 1980. Throughout the text, I still call this bin 1980 to be
consistent with the year of the Census data.
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results using computer purchases at the establishment level available for manufacturing firms in the
Census of Manufacturers.

2.2

Firm Dynamics Across Cities
Fact 1: Big cities today are more dynamic than small cities. This was not true in 1980.

Figure I: Dynamism and city size
(a) Establishment start-up rate

(b) Establishment exit rate

1980

2018

Note: Figure displays the regression coefficient on population from a regression of dynamism, as measured
by the establishment start-up and exit rates on a full set of year-sector fixed effects and city working-age population. Source: Business Dynamic Statistics and author calculations. Population is working-age population
(ages 20-64) from the Intercensal Population Estimates. Unit of observation is a CBSA-Sector.

Figure I shows the relationship between the establishment start-up rate and city size in panel
(a) and the establishment exit rate and city size in panel (b) for 1980 and 2018, using data from
the public-use Business Dynamics Statistics. In 1980, there was either no relationship or a negative
relationship between dynamism and city size. By 2018, big cities had become more dynamic than
small cities. In 2018, the semi-elasticity of the establishment start-up rate with respect to city size
was 0.55 percentage points, meaning that the establishment start-up rate is almost half a percentage
point higher in cities twice as large. Analogous results for the firm start-up and exit rates and job
creation and destruction rates are presented in Appendix A.2.
These results are robust to controlling for city-level industry composition at the sector level. To
show this, I compute dynamism measures within a city-industry cell and then estimate the following
regression in each year t:
Dijt = αit + βt log(popjt ) + ict

(1)

where Dijt is the measure of dynamism for an industry i and a CBSA j in year t and αit is a full
set of industry fixed effects. The regression is run separately for each year, giving an estimate of
the cross-sectional relationship between dynamism and city size, βt .
9

Figure II: Dynamism and city size, controlling for sector composition
(a) Establishment start-up rate

(b) Establishment exit rate

1980

2018

Note: Figure displays the regression coefficient on population from a regression of dynamism, as measured
by the establishment start-up and exit rate on a full set of year-sector fixed effects and city working-age population. Source: Business Dynamic Statistics and author calculations. Population is working-age population
(ages 20-64) from the Intercensal Population Estimates. Unit of observation is a CBSA-Sector.

The results are shown in Figure II. The same pattern holds—the relationship between the
establishment start-up rate and city size increased substantially between 1980 and 2018. However,
the relationship between the establishment exit rate and city size did not grow as much. This is
because there is substantial heterogeneity in the relationship between the probability of exit and
city size across firm ages, as shown in the following fact.
In Appendix A.2, I show that the changing relationship between dynamism and city size is
robust to controlling for differences across cities in population growth and the prime-age share of
the population, which have been shown to be important drivers of dynamism ((Karahan et al., 2019)
and (Engbom, 2017)). I also show that the results are robust to using finer industry classifications
in Appendix A.2.
These patterns are consistent with selection increasing in big cities relative to small cities. By
selection, I refer to the productivity threshold below which establishments exit the market, as in
Combes et al. (2012), Melitz (2003), and Syverson (2004). As the productivity threshold below
which firms exit increases, small and unproductive establishments are more likely to exit. In a
typical model of firm dynamics (e.g. Hopenhayn (1992) and Luttmer (2007)), new entrants have
lower average productivity than older firms. Thus, if selection increases, we should primarily see an
increase in exit for young establishments closer to the productivity threshold. Next, I examine the
probability of exit conditional on age.
Fact 1a: The relationship between city size and exit rates is steepening over time for
younger establishments but not older ones.
In Figure III, I show the results from estimating equation (1) using establishment exit rates
10

Figure III: Age-conditional exit rates and city size

Note: Figure displays the regression coefficient on population from a regression of age-conditional establishment exit rates on a full set of year-sector fixed effects and city working-age population. Source: Business
Dynamic Statistics and author calculations. Population is working-age population (ages 20-64) from the
Intercensal Population Estimates. Unit of observation is a CBSA-Sector.The first set of regression results
pools all age groups and includes a full set of age-year fixed effects. Because the LBD starts in 1976, I only
have meaningful age information starting in 1987, when firm age is known from 0 to 10 or 11+.

conditional on firm age as the dependent variable. Consistent with selection becoming tougher, the
relationship between the probability of exit for establishments that are part of young firms and city
size is growing over time. For firms aged 1 to 5, the likelihood that an establishment exits was
strongly decreasing in city size in 1980 and 1986. By 2018, the probability of exit for young firms
was increasing in city size. On the other hand, older firms aged 11+ exhibit a weaker relationship
between the probability of exit and city size than in 1992.7
These patterns are consistent with the mechanism proposed in the model: firms at the right
tail of the productivity distribution are more likely to adopt new technologies in the big city and
are, therefore, less likely to exit. At the same time, selection becomes tougher for young firms who
do not adopt the new technology and face more competition from the adopters. Using aggregate
and age-dependent exit rates or entry rates to identify selection is consistent with the work of
Arkolakis (2016), Luttmer (2007), and Sampson (2015), who examine the implications of selection
for aggregate productivity.
There are several differences between this work and the work of Combes et al. (2012), who show
no evidence of differences in selection across cities in French firm-level data. The first differences
7
1992 is the first year we can measure the five-year average (1988-1990) of the age 11+ exit rate. In the LBD
and BDS, age is imputed from the first year an establishment is observed in the dataset, which begins in 1977.
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are related to the sample, time period, and setting. I use the complete firm counts from the BDS,
while their sample is limited to firms in the manufacturing sector and the consulting, advertising,
and business services sector. They pool data between 1994 and 2002 and do not discuss whether
the selection patterns across cities changed over time. The different results could also stem from
differences in the urban environment between France and the United States. Given that their
finding of no selection is consistent with the 1980 pattern of firm dynamics across cities in the
United States, these differences related to time, location, and sample seem particularly plausible.
However, perhaps more important are the methodological differences. I argue that selection can
be identified by looking at patterns of firm dynamics. Instead, they estimate the amount of shift,
dilation, and selection that best transforms the distribution of firm productivities in small cities into
the distribution of firm productivities in big cities. An important assumption in their approach is
that tougher selection scales up the mass of the rest of the firm size distribution proportionally—an
assumption violated in typical models of firm dynamics (as in Hopenhayn, 1992).

2.3

Information and Communications Technology Use Across Cities
Fact 2: Today, firms in big cities invest more in ICT than firms in small cities.

Table I shows the results from a regression of the log of ICT expenses per employee and ICT share
of investment on city size and industry fixed effects. The elasticity of ICT spending per employee
with respect to city size is .054 percent, meaning that firms in cities that are twice as large spend
almost 5 percent more per employee on ICT investment than firms in small cities. In column 2, I
add controls for the age and size of the firm with little effect on the correlation between city size
and ICT spending per employee.
One possibility is that firms in big cities invest more intensively in all investment categories and
that ICT is not unique. I investigate this in columns 3 and 4, which show the same regressions using
the ICT share of total investment as the dependent variable. Firms in cities twice as large spend,
on average, almost 1.4 percentage points more of their total investment budget on ICT-related
expenses such as computer equipment and software development. Controlling for size and age has
little effect on the coefficient. The fact that the ICT share of total investment is increasing in city
size suggests that, while investments in structures and equipment may also increase with city size,
the relationship is stronger for ICT.
Because the data are only available starting in 2003, I interpret these results as informative
about the second steady state in my model in which the new technology becomes available. In
1980, computers were not yet widely adopted; only about 5% of manufacturing firms purchased
computers (Fort et al., 2018). In Appendix A.4, I show that these results are robust to only using
single establishment firms. I also show that the results hold in an alternative dataset—the sample
of manufacturing firms from the Census of Manufacturers, which contains information on computer
purchases at the establishment level rather than the firm level. I find that even controlling for firm
fixed effects, firms invest more intensively in computer purchases at their establishments in big cities
than at those in small cities.
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Table I: Technology adoption and city size
investment
log( ICT
employment )

log(pop)

0.0519***
(0.00946)

log(emp)
log(estabs)
NAICS 4 FE
Year FE
Age FE
Observations
R-squared

Y
Y
N
224000
0.234

0.0554***
(0.00737)
-0.429***
(0.00916)
0.479***
(0.0115)
Y
Y
Y
224000
0.351

ICT investment
total investment

0.0116***
(0.00126)

Y
Y
N
256000
0.172

0.0119***
(0.00126)
-0.0120***
(0.00167)
-0.00676***
(0.00220)
Y
Y
Y
256000
0.175

SEs clustered at the CBSA level
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Notes: The table presents estimates from regressions of ICT spending on city size estimated on firm-level data. ICT
data is from ACES and merged into the LBD for information on the firm’s age, size and location. Population is
working-age population (ages 20-64) from the Intercensal Population Estimates. The table displays the relationship
between the log of ICT spending and ICT share of investment and city size. The unit of observation is a firm, and
city size is measured at the CBSA level. Standard errors are clustered at the CBSA level. Note that the difference
in sample size between columns 1-2 and columns 3-4 is due to firms with 0 ICT spending.

Relative to Beaudry et al. (2010), I make two contributions. First, I show that ICT spending
per employee is increasing with city size. Beaudry et al. (2010) document that firm spending on
personal computers is increasing in a city’s relative supply of high-skilled workers and decreasing in
the relative wages of high-skilled workers. Because both the relative wages of high-skilled workers
and the relative supply of high-skilled workers are increasing in city size, the relationship between
spending on personal computers and city size is indeterminate from their work. One possibility is
that there is nothing unique about ICT spending and that firms in big cities invest more intensively
than firms in small cities in all types of investment categories. My second contribution relative to
Beaudry et al. (2010) is to show that the ICT share of total investment is increasing in city size.
Thus, while other types of investment may also increase in city size, ICT spending grows faster than
other investment categories.

3

A Spatial Equilibrium Model with Firm
Dynamics

I build a model to formalize a story in which the Great Divergence is driven by differences across
cities in the adoption of a new skill-biased technology and then amplified by differential increases
in selection. The model embeds a standard model of firm dynamics (Hopenhayn, 1992; Luttmer,
2007) and technology adoption (Bustos, 2011; Yeaple, 2005) into a benchmark spatial equilibrium
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framework (Roback, 1982).
Two types of workers, high- and low-skilled, are freely mobile between J cities. Workers have
idiosyncratic preferences for each city and they consume a freely traded final good and housing.
In each city, a final goods producer aggregates a continuum of local intermediate varieties. The
perfectly competitive final good is freely traded on the national market and the price of the final
good is normalized to one.
Each city has a continuum of monopolistically competitive firms that produce using high-skilled
labor, low-skilled labor, and commercial floor space. Firms can choose between two bundles of
technology; one with high fixed costs and low marginal costs that uses high-skilled labor more
intensively and one with low fixed costs and high marginal costs that uses low-skilled labor more
intensively. There is no sunk cost of adoption, so firms make a static adoption choice, trading off
the higher fixed cost with the lower marginal cost. Fixed costs are paid in units of labor and land.
They sell their output to a local final goods producer, who produces a non-differentiated, perfectly
tradable final good.
Time is continuous, and firms are subject to an idiosyncratic stochastically varying productivity.
Firms exit when their productivity falls below a threshold, which varies endogenously across cities.
Firms choose a city in which to enter and pay an entry cost denominated in units of labor and land.
Firms cannot move once they enter.

3.1

Final good producer

In each city, j, a final goods producer uses a continuum of local intermediate varieties, indexed by
ω, aggregated according to a standard CES demand function
!

Z
qj (ω)

Yj =

σ−1
σ

σ
σ−1

dω

Ωj

where Ωj is determined endogenously and gives the set of firms operating in market j. Solving the
profit maximization problem of the final goods producer, an intermediate firm faces the demand
function
qj (ω) = Yj Pjσ pj (ω)−σ
where Pj =

R

1−σ dω
Ωj pj (ω)



1
1−σ

(2)

is the price of the final good. The final good is freely traded in a

national market and the price is normalized to 1.

3.2

Intermediate producer

Intermediate firms have an idiosyncratic productivity term, z(ω), indexed by their variety, ω, which
varies stochastically over time according to a geometric Brownian motion. Their profit maximization
problem can be separated into a static component and a dynamic component. In the static problem,
firms make a technology choice, trading off the fixed and marginal costs of using the old and new
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technology. Conditional on their technology, firms choose their optimal bundle of high-skilled labor,
low-skilled labor, and commercial floor space to minimize their unit cost function, and they choose
their price and output to maximize profits given demand from the local final goods producer. In
the dynamic problem, incumbent firms choose the optimal exit threshold given their stochastically
varying productivity, and a continuum of potential entrants determine whether or not to enter.
Technology In each city j, a firm’s technology is given by the bundle of parameters {ψjk , γjk , fjk }
where the ψjk is a factor-neutral productivity term, γjk is a skill-biased productivity term, and fjk is
the fixed cost. There are two bundles of technology available indexed by k. Firms choose to be a
non-adopter or an adopter, k ∈ {n, a}, trading off the benefit of the higher ψ technology against a
higher fixed cost and a higher weight on high-skilled labor. Specifically, I assume that the adopter’s
technology scales up the parameters of the non-adopter’s technology
ψja = Γψ ψjn ; γja = Γγ γjn ; fja = Γf fjn

(3)

to keep the relative productivity differences across cities constant where {Γψ , Γγ , Γf } are all greater
than 1. In the initial steady state, I assume that Γf is prohibitively large so that no firm adopts
the new technology.
Even before the new technology is introduced, the old technology differs across cities to match
key moments of the city-size distribution observed in 1980 (hence the subscript j on each technology
term). In the final steady state, the parameters of the technology for non-adopters, {ψjn , γjn , fjn },
remain fixed and I calibrate the parameters that scale the adoption technology, {Γψ , Γγ , Γf }, to
match key aggregate moments. The parameters defining the difference between the old and new
technology, {Γψ , Γγ , Γf }, do not differ across cities.
Static problem Given a bundle of technology, {ψjk , γjk , fjk }, intermediate firms in city j produce
by combining labor and commercial floor space, bjt , according to a Cobb-Douglas production function. Nested within the Cobb-Douglas function, they choose their labor inputs using a CES bundle
of high- and low-skilled labor
 

−1
−1
k
L
,
qjt
(ω) = ψjk zt (ω) (1 − γjk )ljt  + γjk hjt  −1 βL b1−β
jt
where zt (ω) is a firm-specific stochastically varying productivity, βL is the cost share of production
paid towards labor, and  is the elasticity of substitution between low- and high-skilled labor.
First, firms choose the bundle of high- and low-skilled labor and commercial floor space that
minimizes their unit cost function. Solving their cost minimization problem gives the unit cost
function,
ckj (z) = Cjk
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1
ψjk z

βL

for a firm in city j with productivity z where Cjk is a cost index equal to Cjk =

(1−βL )

1−
1− 1−
rj
(γjk whj
+(1−γjk ) wlj
)
β

βLL (1−βL )(1−βL )

.

The cost index depends on the technology k because their optimal bundle of inputs changes with
the technology choice.
Next, the intermediate firm chooses output and price to maximize profits
πjk (z) =

max
pj (ω),qj (ω)

pkj (ω)qjk (ω) − qjk (ω)ckj (z) − Cjk fjk

(4)

given the demand function from the final goods producer (equation 2). Their fixed costs, Cjk fjk ,
are paid towards factors of production in the same proportion as variable costs.8 Because fixed
costs are paid in factors of production, they endogenously increase when the city becomes more
congested and wages and rents increase. If they are paid in units of the final good, they become
cheaper relative to their variable costs as factor prices increase. Nevertheless, Appendix C.3 shows
that all the paper results are robust to having the fixed costs paid in units of the final good.
σ
Firms choose their price as a mark-up over their marginal cost, pkj (z) = ckj (z) σ−1
. Output is

given by
qjk (ω) = Yj Pjσ



σ
Ck
σ−1 j

−σ 

ψjk z

σ

(5)


σ−1 
1−σ
σ
and variable profits are ψjk z
Cjk σ−1
Yj Pjσ σ1 .
Technology adoption I assume that the firm’s adoption choice is costless and reversible so that
firms make a static choice to use the technology that maximizes their profits k = arg maxk∈{n,a} {πjn (z), πja (z)}
where profits are defined in equation 4. As a result, solving the firm’s technology adoption problem
amounts to finding the threshold above which they use the new technology and below which they use
the old technology. The marginal adopter will be indifferent between the old and new technology.
The adoption threshold, zaj , is found by setting their profits equal and is given by







!




σ − 1 1−σ


Yj  + log
σ 
σ
|{z} 



 C n 1−σ  C a 1−σ 

1 



j
j
a a
n n
−
log(zaj ) =
log Cj fj − Cj fj −log 

n
a
σ−1
ψ
 ψ

{z
}
|
|
{z
}
output
difference in fixed cost
difference in marginal cost

(6)
The productivity threshold below which firms adopt the new technology is decreasing in the size of
the market Yj and the factor-neutral productivity of the market ψj . It is increasing in the difference
 C n 1−σ
 C a 1−σ
, and new technology, ψja
,
between the marginal cost of using the old technology, ψjn
and in the difference between the fixed cost of the new technology, Cja fja , and old technology, Cjn fjn .
8
k
k
k
Using the Hicksian demand functions for high-skilled labor
 hj (z), low-skilled labor lj (z), and land bj (z), the
fixed cost can be written Fjk = hkj (z)whj + ljk (z)wlj + bkj (z)rj ψjk zfjk = Cjk fjk .
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Dynamic problem exit

The productivity of intermediate firms varies over time according to a

geometric Brownian motion, and firms discount future profits at an interest rate ρ.9 The dynamic
problem of the firm is to choose the optimal exit threshold zx , below which they will exit the market
Z

T (zxj )

V (z) = max Ez
zxj ≤z

e−ρt (πj (z(t))) dt

0

dlog(zt ) = µdt + ΨdW (t),
where T (zxj ) is the time at exit, V (z) is the value of a firm with productivity z, and the drift of the
productivity, µ, is assumed to be less than 0. Defining s = ln z σ−1 , I show in Appendix B.1 that
the exit threshold is




R2 − 1
sx = ln
+ ln Cja fja − Cjn fjn e−R2 sa + Cjn fjn ...
R2
 n 1−σ  a 1−σ !  n !!

1−σ
Cj
Cj
Cj
σ
σ1
sa −R2 sa
e
− ln Yj Pj
−
+
σ σ−1
ψn
ψa
ψn

(7)

√
where R2 =

−µ̃+

µ̃2 +2Ψ̃2 ρ
Ψ̃2

.

Dynamic problem entry There is an unbounded mass of potential entrants. Entrants pay
a fixed entry cost in units of high- and low-skilled labor and floor space and start with initial
productivity of ze . Firms choose the city in which to enter that will maximize their expected value.
Once they start in a city, they cannot move. As a result, a free entry condition holds in each market
Vj (ze ) = Cjn fje ,

(8)

such that entrants are indifferent between potential entry locations. As with fixed costs, entry costs
are paid towards factors of production in the same proportion as variable costs.
Firms enter with an initial productivity ze . In the calibrated model, all entering firms use the
old technology. Once they enter, their productivity starts to drift down, but a firm may get lucky
with a positive productivity shock. If they cross the adoption threshold za , they start to use the
new technology. Eventually, their productivity will fall, and they will switch to the old technology
before exiting.
9

Household consumption is linear in wages so that the interest rate will be pinned down by the household’s
discount rate.
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3.3

Firm size distribution

The distribution of firm size, g(s), evolves according to the Kolmogorov Forward Equation10
dgj (s) 1 2 d2 gj (s)
∂gj (s)
= −µ̃
+ ψ̃
.
∂t
ds
2
ds2
In steady state, the distribution must be unchanging,
distribution must satisfy

dgj (s)
−δ ds

=

d2 g

j (s)
ds2

where δ =

∂gj (s)
dt
−µ̃
.
Ψ̃2 /2

(9)

= 0, which implies the stationary
In Appendix B.2 I show that the

distribution can be solved in closed form and is described by the following equation:

gj (s|se ) =




Ej
µ̃
Ej
µ̃




e−δ(s−sxj ) − 1

eδsxj − eδse e−δs

s ∈ (sxj , se )

(10)

s > se .

Integrating over the distribution of firms in city j gives the mass of adopters and non-adopters
a

Z

∞

M =

gj (s) =
saj

n

Z

saj

M =
sxj

Ej
gj (s) =
µ̃

 e−δsa
Ej  δsxj
− eδse
e
µ̃
δ

!
 e−δsa − e−δse
Ej  δsxj
−e−δ(se −sx ) + 1
− eδse
− (se − sx ) −
e
.
δ
µ̃
δ

Rearranging the expression for the mass of firms and noting that, in steady state, the mass of firms
that exit, Ej , must be equal to the mass of entrants; the start-up rate in city j is given by

Mja

Ej
−µ̃
=
.
n
+ Mj
se − sxj

(11)

The start-up rate in a city is a function of the drift in firm size, µ̃ (note that µ̃ < 0), and the
difference between the entry and exit thresholds. As the exit threshold increases, the start-up rate
rises. This is because, as the exit threshold increases, i.e., there is an increase in selection, the
probability that a firm exits increases. Since the entry rate and exit rate must be equal in steady
state, an increase in exit implies an increase in the start-up rate.

3.4

Households

Labor is perfectly mobile across cities. High- and low-skilled workers provide one unit of labor and
consume the final good and residential land. The utility of worker i of type τ in city j is given by
Viτ j (wτ j , rj ) = max log(cβτj b1−β
τ j ) + log(Aτ j ) + ζij
c,b

subject to their budget constraint
wτ j = cτ j + rj bτ j ,
10

As above, firm size s is a function of productivity, s(z) = ln z σ−1 , and se = s(ze ).
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where rj is the price of floor space and ζij is an idiosyncratic location preference drawn from a
type-I extreme value distribution with scale parameter ν. Aτ j is a type-specific amenity enjoyed
when living in city j. Define V̄τ j as the indirect utility of an individual of type τ who lives in city
j net of their idiosyncratic preference shock. Then the probability that a worker of skill τ chooses
to live in city j follows a multinomial logit
exp(ν V̄τ j )
πτ j = P (Viτ j > Viτ k , ∀k 6= j) = P
.
j exp(ν V̄τ j )

3.5

(12)

Land

A landlord uses the final good to build floorspace according to the production function B =
1

φη−1 ηY η . They rent it to firms and workers at the rental rate r. The equilibrium amount of
floor space is an increasing function of rent,
1
η −1

Bj = φj rj j
where

1
ηj −1

3.6

Equilibrium

,

is the elasticity of building supply and φj is the productivity of the building sector.

Profits are made by the landlords and by the owners of the firms who consume units of the final
good in their city but do not consume housing. Thus, even though the final good is freely traded,
the final goods market will clear in each city.
A steady-state equilibrium is a set of prices, labor allocations, output, the mass of firms and entrants, the building supply, and exit and adoption thresholds, {wlj , whj , rj , Lj , Hj , Yj , Mj , Ej , Bj , zx , za },
for each city, such that:
1. there is an invariant distribution of firms, gj (s), that satisfies the Kolmogorov Forward Equation (Equation 9),
2. there is a constant mass of firms and entrants, Mjt and Ejt ,
3. exit thresholds, zxj , satisfy Equation 7 and the free entry condition holds (Equation 8) in each
city,
4. the adoption thresholds, zaj , satisfy Equation 6
5. firms and landlords maximize profits (Equation 4)
6. workers choose their city (Equation 12), consumption, and housing to maximize utility,
7. the final goods market clears in each city,

B
βwHj Hj +βwLj Lj + Πvj − Mjn Cjn fjn − Mja Cja fja − (hnj whj + ljn wlj + bnj rj )Ej fje +ΠB
j +cj = Yj .
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the land market clears in each city,
Z
Mj

bdj (z)qj (z)gj (z)dz + bnj Mjn fjn + bnj Ej fje + baj Mja fja + (1 − β)Hj

z

wlj
whj
+ (1 − β)Lj
= Bjs ,
rj
rj

where the left-hand side gives demand for buildings from firms and workers, respectively, and
labor markets for high- and low-skilled workers clear in each city,
Z
πlj L = Mj

ljd (z)q(z)g(z)dz + ljn Mjn fjn + ljn Ej fje + lja Mja fja

z

Z
πHj H = Mj

hdj (z)q(z)g(z)dz + hnj Mjn fjn + hnj Ej fje + haj Mja fja .

z

3.7

Discussion

In this section, I discuss the relationship between the motivating facts documented in Section 2 and
the model.
Technology adoption Section 2.3 documents that firms located in big cities are using ICT more
intensively, consistent with the mechanism in the model in which firms in big cities are more likely
to adopt the new technology. Equation 6 shows how the adoption threshold changes with city-level
equilibrium variables and model parameters.
The adoption threshold falls with market size Yj and the Hicks-neutral productivity term ψj .
The adoption threshold also falls when the differences between the inverse of the marginal cost
of the old technology,

Cjn
ψn ,

and the inverse of the marginal cost of the new technology,

the difference between the fixed cost of the old technology,
technology,

Cja fja ,

Cjn fjn ,

Cja
ψa ,

and

and the fixed costs of the new

are small. These differences are decreasing in the weight on high-skilled labor,

γj , and the amenities for high-skilled workers, AHj .
When the initial steady state of the model is calibrated to match the features of the data in
1980, all of these terms will be correlated with population, meaning that the adoption threshold
will be lower in big cities. Assuming that adopters of the new technology use ICT more intensively,
there will be a tight link in the model between market size and the share of firms that adopt the
new technology, matching the finding in the data that ICT intensity increases with city size.
Selection In Section 2.2, I show evidence that establishment entry and exit rates are higher in big
cities than in small cities—though this was not the case in 1980. The increase in exit rates in big
cities is particularly pronounced for young firms, and I argue that this is consistent with selection
becoming tougher in big cities relative to small cities.
In the model, Equation 11 shows that there is a direct mapping between the city-level exit
threshold, sxj , and the city-level start-up and exit rates. All else equal, an increase in the city-level
exit threshold, or an increase in selection, will lead to an increase in firm entry and exit rates,
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consistent with the patterns in the data in Section 2.
Thus, through the lens of the model, differences in selection across cities can be identified
by examining the patterns of business dynamism. This approach is consistent with the work of
Arkolakis (2016), Luttmer (2007), and Sampson (2015), who use similar models of firm dynamics to
look at the effect of selection on aggregate productivity but do not look at the impact of selection
across markets. However, this differs from previous literature that examines selection across cities.
Syverson (2004), for example, looks for differences across markets in the moments of the TFP
distribution in the ready-made concrete industry. The method in Combes et al. (2012) identifies
selection by assuming that selection truncates the TFP distribution from the bottom and scales
up the remaining TFP distribution proportionally—an assumption that generally does not hold in
models of firm dynamics. Both approaches require detailed measures of TFP, which are generally
not available.

4

Quantitative Analysis

In this section, I take the model to the data to test whether the uneven diffusion of a skill-biased
technology can match the key features of the Great Divergence. I first calibrate the parameters of
the initial 1980 steady state, assuming that the fixed cost of the new technology is so high as to
be prohibitive and that no firm adopts it. Second, in Section 4.2, I calibrate the parameters of the
new technology to match the aggregate increase in high- and low-skilled wages and the aggregate
change in establishment size. I emphasize that I do not target any cross-sectional moments across
cities in this exercise, and, with the exception of the aggregate quantities of high- and low-skilled
workers, I hold all other parameters constant at their 1980 values. I then test whether introducing
the new technology into the economy as it was in 1980, holding all else constant, can quantitatively
match the features of the Great Divergence. I show the results of this exercise in Section 4.3.
To calibrate the model, I first aggregate cities into 30 bins based on 1980 city size, each containing
approximately 3.3 percent of the total population.11 Binning by city size has the advantage that I
can calibrate and solve my model with 30 bins, which would be computationally infeasible with the
complete set of cities. Binning does not change any of the empirical facts.
To calibrate the model, I first calibrate a set of parameters that are constant across cities. Some
of these parameters are common values taken from the literature, and others are calibrated to match
moments in the data. Next, I recover the city-level fundamentals that rationalize the cross-sectional
patterns by city size in 1980. I show that, conditional on the aggregate parameters, there is a unique
set of city fundamentals consistent with the data in 1980 being a steady-state equilibrium of the
model.
11

I do not divide cities between bins, so some bins will have more or less than 3.3 percent of the population.
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Table II: Aggregate parameters
A. Aggregates
H

mass of high skill

.28

data

L

mass of low skill

1

normalization

B. Elasticities
1−β

housing share of income

.4

Monte et al. (2018)

σ

elasticity of substitution σ

6.5

Broda and Weinstein

1 − βL

land cost share of

.26

Albouy (2016)

(2006)
production



elasticity of sub. L & H

1.62

Autor et al. (2008)

ν

scale parameter of Gumbel

1.5

Fajgelbaum et al.

distribution

(2019)

C. Firm productivity process

µ̃
ψ̃

persistence of Brownian
motion for s
sd of Brownian motion
for s

−.12

Luttmer (2007)

.43

Luttmer (2007)

Table III: City level fundamentals
parameters
γjn
ψjn

description of parameter
initial skill intensity
Hicks-neutral productivity

description of target
skill premium
city-size premium

Ahj

amenities, high-skilled workers

skill intensity

Alj
fje

amenities, low-skilled workers
entry cost

relative city size
establishment start-up rate

fjn
φj

fixed cost
productivity of building sector
elasticity of building sector

establishment size
rent of city j
elasticity of building supply

1
ηj −1

targets
wj,h
w1,l
wj,l
wj,l
Hj
Lj
Hj +Lj
H1 +L1
Ej
Mj
Hj +Lj
Mj
rj
w1,l

Saiz (2010)

Normalizations
γ1,l , Ah1, Al1

1
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4.1

Calibration of the initial steady state

Table II gives the aggregate parameters and the corresponding moments or sources I use to calibrate
them. The mass of low-skilled workers is normalized to 1, and the mass of high-skilled workers,
0.28, is calculated using the aggregate quantity of workers with four or more years of college in 1980
relative to the mass of low-skilled workers. Therefore, the total mass of workers in the economy
is 1.28. The share of income spent on rent, 1 − β, is set to .4 following Monte et al. (2018), and
1 − βL gives the land cost share of production and is set at .26 as estimated by Albouy (2016). The
elasticity of substitution between varieties is also a standard parameter from the literature. I set it
to 6.5, in line with the estimates from Broda and Weinstein (2006).12 The elasticity of substitution
between high and low-skilled labor is 1.62 following Autor et al. (2008). I take the scale parameter
of the Gumbel distribution, which governs the migration elasticity, from Fajgelbaum et al. (2019)
and set it to 1.5. Finally, I set the drift and standard deviation of the Brownian motion for s to
−.12 and .43 following Luttmer (2007).
Next, I calibrate the parameters that vary across cities. Let
Pc = {γ n , ψ n , Ah , Al , f e , f n , φ, η}

(13)

be the vector of city-level fundamentals, that is, the weight on high-skilled labor, γ n , the Hicksneutral productivity term, ψ n , high- and low-skilled amenities, Ah and Al , entry costs, f e , fixed
costs, f n , the productivity of the building sector, φ, and the elasticity of building supply, η. Table
III shows the moments from the data used to identify each of the fundamentals. In Appendix C.1,
I show that there are unique values of the fundamentals that rationalize the data in 1980 as being
an equilibrium of the model, and I describe the steps to back out the fundamentals from the data.

4.2

Calibration of the new technology

Next, starting from the economy with no adoption, I introduce a new skill-biased technology. There
are three parameters of the new technology that need to be calibrated: Γγ , which scales the weight
on high-skilled labor; Γψ , which scales the absolute productivity advantage of the new technology;
and Γf , which scales up the fixed cost of production, fjn . I calibrate the parameters to match
moments on the aggregate growth in high- and low-skilled wages and average establishment size
between 1980 and 2018. In addition, Katz and Murphy (1992) show that to understand the extent
of SBTC, it is necessary to consider changes in the relative supply of high-skilled workers. I change
the aggregate quantities of high- and low-skilled labor, H and L, to match the growth in high- and
low-skilled labor between 1980 and 2018.
I choose the three parameters of the new technology to minimize the difference between the
12

There is some debate about this number in the literature. The elasticity of substitution will control the love for
variety and, therefore, the agglomeration force in the model. Monte et al. (2018) use a value of 4 while Behrens et al.
(2014) estimate it to be closer to 13.5. I use a value of 6.5, a common value in the literature estimated by Broda and
Weinstein (2006).
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Table IV: Calibration of the new technology
parameters

description

parameter
value

targets

data

model

Γγ

skill-bias of new
technology

1.901

28.7

28.7

Γψ

productivity
advantage of new
technology
additional fixed
cost

1.242

aggregate growth
in high-skilled
wages
aggregate growth
in low-skilled wages

−3.03

−3.03

10.1

10.1

Γf

H

L

Aggregate quantity
of high-skilled
labor
Aggregate quantity
of low-skilled labor

5.845

Aggregate growth
in average
establishment size

.79

growth in supply of
high-skilled labor

.79

.79

1.10

growth in supply of
low-skilled labor

1.10

1.10

model and data in the aggregate growth of high-skilled wages, low-skilled wages, and establishment
size, min{Γγ ,Γψ ,Γf c } X 0 X, where X is a vector of the difference between moments and targets. I
emphasize that no cross-sectional information is used to calibrate the new technology. I only target
aggregate changes in wages and establishment size.
The five parameters and the corresponding targets are listed in Table IV. The model can match
each of the targets perfectly. In Appendix C.2, I show how the targeted moments change with the
parameters of the new technology and that the paper’s main results are robust to variations in these
parameters.

4.3

Model predictions versus the data

Figure IV shows that introducing the skill-biased technology can reproduce the patterns in the data
described in Section 2. In the initial steady state, the model is calibrated to perfectly match the
relationships in the data between wages, the skill premium, skill intensity, and dynamism with city
size in 1980. I then show these relationships in the 2018 data and the second steady state of the
model. In the second steady state, the only things that have changed are the aggregate quantities
of high- and low-skilled labor and the availability of the new technology.
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Figure IV: Descriptive facts: data vs. model
(a) City-size wage premium, high skill

(b) City-size wage premium, low skill

(c) Skill premium, Wh /Wl

(d) Relative supply of skilled workers, H/L

(e) Establishment start-up rate

(f) Change in the establishment start-up rate

1980, data

1980, model

2018, data

2018, model

Notes: Source: Wages and skill intensity are from the 1980 Decennial Census and 2018 ACS. Dynamism is
from the Business Dynamic Statistics. Population is working-age population (ages 20-64) from the Intercensal
Population Estimates. Additional data are model output. Figure displays the relationship between wages, skill
intensity, dynamism, and city size in the model and the data. By construction, the model and data align
perfectly in 1980 and are both shown in black. Grey gives the 2018 data and green the 2018 steady state in
the model. The unit of observation is one of 30 city-size categories. All variables are demeaned by year.
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The model does a good job predicting the cross-sectional changes for both high- and low-skilled
wages shown in Panels (a) and (b). The city-size wage premium for high-skilled workers increased
from .058 percent to .077 percent in the data and from .058 to .082 percent in the model. Similarly,
the city-size wage premium for low-skilled workers decreases from .048 to .031 percent in the data
and from .048 to .026 percent in the model. The model successfully matches the divergence by
skill group; the city-size wage premium rises for high-skilled workers while it falls for low-skilled
workers. The changing relationship between the skill premium and city size is shown in Panel (c). In
1980, the semi-elasticity between skill premium and city size was .016 percentage points. By 2018,
the semi-elasticity had increased to .091 percentage points, while in the model, the semi-elasticity
increased from .016 to .104 percentage points. Thus, the model slightly over-predicts the increase
in the slope.
The model also matches the changing relationship of skill intensity, or the ratio of high to lowskilled workers, with city size (Panel d). In 1980, the semi-elasticity between skill intensity and city
size was .025 percentage points. By 2018, it had increased to .093 percentage points. The model
matches this fact well. The relationship between skill intensity and city size grows from .025 in the
initial steady state to .094 in the final steady state.
The changing relationship between the establishment start-up rate and city size is shown in
Panel (e). In the data, the semi-elasticity between the establishment start-up rate and city size
increased from .070 to .527, while in the model it increased from .070 to .337. Thus, the model
predicts 58 percent of the changing slope. Finally, Panel (f) shows that the model matches the fact
that the decline in dynamism was larger in cities that were small in 1980.

5

The Drivers of the Great Divergence

A key result in the quantitative exercise is that technology adoption is higher in big cities than
in small cities. This happens despite firms in all cities having equal access to the new technology.
Growing differences in firm selection then amplify the initial differences in technology adoption.
This section aims to determine what factors drive the growing gaps between cities. Section 5.1
discusses which sources of city-level heterogeneity are most important in causing the differences in
adoption rates. Section 5.2 presents an accounting exercise that decomposes city-level productivity
and skill intensity growth into a share from technology adoption and a share from selection. Section
5.3 shows that the patterns of adoption across cities align with patterns of ICT spending in the
data.

5.1

The drivers of technology adoption

In this section, I discuss the forces that drive the differences in technology adoption across cities.
The model defines cities by the eight city-level parameters given in Equation 13. To determine
how each of these city-level parameters affects adoption in general equilibrium, I ask what would
happen to the cross-sectional pattern of adoption if these sources of city-level heterogeneity were
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Figure V: Counterfactual adoption rates
(a) γ

(b) AH /AL

Baseline

(c) AH and AL

Counterfactual

Note: Figure displays counterfactual adoption rates when parameters defining a city are equalized.

removed. In a series of counterfactuals, I set the parameters to the average across cities and resolve the model in general equilibrium. In addition, for amenities, I shut down differences in the
relative amenities for high- and low-skilled workers. Figure V shows the effect on adoption in the
counterfactuals versus the baseline model for the three main drivers of heterogeneity. The minimal
impact of equalizing the additional model parameters is shown in Figure D.III of Appendix D.3.
Three city-level parameters generate the most significant differences in adoption rates across
cities. The first is the weight on high-skilled labor in the city’s initial technology, given by γj . Panel
(a) of Figure V shows the effect of equalizing γj across cities. When the γ is equalized across cities,
adoption rates are equalized: the correlation coefficient between adoption and the initial population
declines from 0.636 to 0.344. The initial weight on high-skilled labor drives significant differences in
adoption rates across cities because the opportunity cost of adopting is smaller for firms who start
with a higher gamma. As γj increases, the difference in the cost index between the old and new
technology is smaller.
The second force driving the heterogeneity in adoption rates across cities is the role of relative
wages. This can be seen in the response of adoption to shutting down differences in relative amenities
for high- and low-skilled workers in panel (b). Specifically, I set the amenity for high-skilled workers
to the level of the amenity for low-skilled workers AHj = ALj so that the relative amenity is one
for all cities. In the baseline calibration, the relative amenities for high-skilled workers is increasing
in city size. When they are equalized, high-skilled workers are less likely to choose to live in big
cities. To attract them to the big cities, wages for high-skilled workers increase, decreasing the
return to adoption. The correlation coefficient between adoption and initial city size decreases from
0.636 to 0.434. This exercise demonstrates that amenities are essential in driving the differences
in technology adoption across cities. If amenities responded endogenously to the presence of highskilled workers, as in Diamond (2016), wages for high-skilled workers would fall. This would increase
the returns to adoption and amplify the growing differences across cities.
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The third force is the market-size effect or an increase in the firm’s scale through Yj . The marketsize effect can best be seen in the counterfactual that shuts down the heterogeneity in amenities
for both low- and high-skilled workers, AHj and ALj , in panel (c). In the initial equilibrium,
both high-and low-skilled amenities are increasing in city size. Equalizing amenities also equalizes
population across cities. Adoption equalizes as population equalizes. The correlation coefficient
between population and adoption falls from 0.636 to 0.533.

5.2

The growing productivity differences between cities: selection versus adoption

There are two sources of the growing productivity differences between cities: those arising from
selection and those arising from adoption. In this section, I perform an accounting exercise to
decompose the change in productivity into the share coming from each.
Productivity gains from adoption accrue as firms choose to use a technology with a higher
Hicks-neutral productivity term, ψja , versus that used by non-adopters, ψjn . Productivity gains
from selection occur when the distribution’s lower bound, zxjt , shifts up. In a static Melitz (2003)
model, the only impact of selection is to truncate the left side of the productivity distribution
and scale the remainder of the firm distribution proportionally. In contrast, in a model with firm
dynamics, selection changes the shape of the entire productivity distribution, given by equation
(10).
Given a productivity distribution gjt for a city j, the growth in the average Hicks-neutral productivity term between the initial and final steady state is given by

z̄j,2018 − z̄j,1980
1
=
z̄j,1980
z̄j,1980
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(14)
The first term is the growth in TFP attributed to adopting the new technology. The second
term, the growth in TFP attributed to selection, has two components. The term in brackets is the
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growth in average TFP that would have occurred if no firm adopted, but there were changes in the
distribution of firm TFP through selection. The final term is the growth from the additional mass
of firms above the adoption threshold due to the increase in selection.

Figure VI: TFP growth from adoption and selection
(a) Adoption

(b) Selection

Note: Figure displays the results of a decomposition of TFP growth into a portion attributed to adoption and
a portion attributed to selection.

Figure VI shows TFP growth arising from adoption in Panel (a) and selection in Panel (b).
Although technology adoption is more important than selection for explaining within-city TFP
growth, selection and adoption are equally important for explaining the divergence in TFP growth
across cities. In city 30, the largest city, TFP grew 1.9 percent from adoption and 1.3 percent from
selection; whereas, in city 10, TFP grew 0.8 percent from adoption and 0.4 percent from selection.
For both adoption and selection, TFP growth is increasing in city size. However, the relationship
between city size and TFP growth from selection is stronger than the relationship between city size
and TFP growth from adoption. This is consistent with the empirical findings in Section 2.2, which
show that selection has become tougher in big cities relative to small cities. As a result, the share
of TFP growth that can be attributed to selection is increasing in city size. In city 30, 42 percent
of TFP growth can be attributed to selection versus 32 percent in city 10.
Because of selection, the difference in TFP growth between the biggest and smallest cities is much
starker. TFP grew by 2.0 percentage points more in city 30 than in city 10. Of this 2.0 percentage
point difference, 47 percent is from selection and 53 percent is from technology adoption. Thus,
even though adoption accounts for most of the TFP growth within cities, a substantial share of the
divergence between the cities is from selection. On average, 48 percent of the difference in TFP
growth between city 30 and the smaller cities is from selection rather than technology adoption.
Next, I examine the role of selection versus adoption in generating changes in the relative demand
for high-skilled labor. An analogous version of equation (14) can be written using the weight on
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Figure VII: Growth in skill-intensity, γj , from adoption and selection
(a) Adoption

(b) Selection

Note: Figure displays the results of a decomposition of growth in skill intensity into a portion attributed to
adoption and a portion attributed to selection.

skilled workers of adopters, γja , versus non-adopters, γjn , instead of productivity; this gives the
growth in skill intensity accounted for by adoption versus the growth in skill intensity accounted
for by selection.
The results of this exercise are shown in Figure VII. Across all cities, there is a substantial
increase in the average skill intensity term. The direct effect of adoption leads to a 7.0 percent
increase in skill intensity in the biggest city versus a 3.0 percent increase in city 10. As with
productivity, selection amplifies these differences; on average, 25.6 percent of the growing skill
intensity gap between the smaller cities and the largest city is from selection rather than technology
adoption.

5.3

Model validation using data on ICT spending

As discussed in Section 5.1, there are three main channels that generate the heterogeneity in adoption
rates across cities: market size, initial weight on high-skilled workers, and relative wages driven by
amenities. In Table V, I validate the mechanisms in the model by showing the relationship of ICT
spending per employee today versus 1980 city characteristics and that the same relationships hold
for the share of firms adopting the new technology in the model. While ICT spending is not a binary
measure of firm technology adoption, it does capture firm investment decisions in new technologies
and thus provides suggestive evidence on the model’s mechanisms.
As a measure of market size, I use the working-age population in 1980. The elasticity between
ICT spending per employee today and 1980 population is 5.65 percent, meaning that ICT spending
per employee is 3.99 percent higher today in markets that were twice as large in 1980. Similarly, in
the model, the share of adopters is 0.44 percentage points higher in cities that were initially twice as
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Table V: Model vs. Data: ICT spending and adoption vs. initial city
characteristics
ict
)
Data: log( emp

log(pop1980 )

∗∗∗

0.0565
(0.00929)

H1980
L1980

0.970∗∗∗
(0.212)

wh1980
wl1980

Observations
239000
239000
R2
0.324
0.320
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.279∗∗
(0.115)
239000
0.322

Model: share of adopters
0.636∗∗∗
(0.412)
25.63∗∗∗
(1.58)
11.61∗∗∗
(16.52)
30
30
30
0.705
0.954
0.237

Source: The left panel uses ICT data from ACES merged into the LBD for information on the firm’s location.
Population is working-age (ages 20-64) population from the Intercensal Population Estimates. The table displays the
relationship between the log of ICT spending from 2003 to 2013 and 1980 city characteristics, including city size,
skill intensity, and the skill premium. The regressions include a full set of 4-digit NAICS fixed effects and year fixed
effects. The unit of observation is a firm, and city size is measured at the CBSA level. Standard errors are clustered
at the CBSA level. The right panel uses model-generated output and shows the relationship between the share of
firms that adopt in a city and 1980 city characteristics.

large.13 This suggests that market size is important in a firm’s decision to adopt new technologies.
Two additional factors influencing the technology adoption decision of firms are the weight on
high-skilled labor in the initial technology used in the city (γj ) and the amenities for high-skilled
labor. Firms that are in locations that are already good at using high-skilled labor will be more
likely to adopt the new technology. In such locations, we expect to see a high initial skill supply and
a high initial skill premium. This would drive a positive correlation between initial skill intensity
and subsequent adoption and a positive correlation between the initial skill premium and subsequent
adoption. On the other hand, locations that have abundant amenities for high-skilled labor will, all
else equal, have a larger supply of high-skilled labor and a lower skill premium, increasing the return
to adoption. This would drive a positive correlation between initial skill intensity and subsequent
adoption and a negative correlation between the initial skill premium and subsequent adoption.
The initial technology (γj ) and the amenities will jointly determine the initial skill mix of the
city and the initial skill premium. Thus, we expect a positive relationship between the initial skill
intensity and subsequent adoption, driven by both technology and amenities. On the other hand,
the expected relationship between the initial skill premium and subsequent adoption is ambiguous.
A higher weight on high-skilled labor will imply a high initial skill premium and higher subsequent
adoption, while abundant amenities for high-skilled workers will imply a lower initial skill premium
and higher subsequent adoption.
I examine the relationship between both measures, the initial skill intensity and the initial skill
13

To get this number, I multiply the coefficient on 1980 population, 0.636 of ln(2).
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premium, and ICT spending. There is a positive correlation between ICT spending and initial skill
intensity. Cities with a 1 percentage point higher skill intensity in 1980 have 0.97 percent more ICT
spending per employee today. This provides suggestive evidence for the initial technology and labor
supply mechanisms. Both abundant amenities for high-skilled workers and an initial technology
that is more skill intensive will make the initial population more high-skilled. The data also show a
positive relationship between ICT spending and initial skill premium, providing suggestive evidence
for the importance of initial technology on subsequent adoption.

6

Policy Analysis: Subsidizing the fixed costs of adoption

This section examines several policies aimed at increaseing technology adoption while reversing
growing geographic inequality. I first examine a government subsidy for the fixed cost of using
the new technology. I consider two versions of this policy; one where the subsidy is available
everywhere and one where it is available only for firms in cities with below-median population.
Second, I examine a subsidy for constructing new buildings in big, constrained cities. This is
motivated by recent work from Ganong and Shoag (2017), Herkenhoff et al. (2018), and Hsieh and
Moretti (2019) that identifies housing supply constraints as a significant drag on aggregate growth.
In both cases, I show that the government faces a tradeoff between increasing aggregate adoption
rates and exacerbating the patterns of the Great Divergence.

6.1

Subsidizing adoption costs

A common goal among policymakers is to encourage technology adoption, but these policies can
amplify the growing differences between big and small cities. In this section, I use the model to
analyze two different policy scenarios aimed at increasing technology adoption. First, I ask what
would happen if the national government subsidized the fixed cost of using the new technology
everywhere. Second, I ask what would happen if the federal government subsidized the fixed cost
of using the new technology only in cities with below median populations. In both cases, I assume
that the subsidy is set such that the fixed cost of adoption is scaled down by 50% relative to the
baseline, fja = 0.5Γf c fjn . The subsidy is funded by the national government, which imposes a lumpsum tax on all residents regardless of where they live and their skill level. The equilibrium tax rate
adjusts endogenously based on the take-up rate of the policy—the more firms that adopt, the more
expensive it will be to provide the subsidy.
Figure VIII shows the effect on adoption and the skill premium in the two counterfactuals.14
If one had the goal of equalizing adoption rates across cities, then lowering the cost of adoption
only in small cities would be very effective. Panel (a) shows the effect of the policies on adoption
rates, with the approach of subsidizing adoption only in small cities in grey. Panel (b) shows the
impact on the skill premium, which is also equalized across cities. However, because these cities
14

A plot for skill intensity would look similar to the one for the skill premium.
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Figure VIII: Subsidizing the fixed cost of the new technology
(a) Adoption

Baseline

(b) Skill premium

Subsidy, below-median population cities

Subsidy, all cities

Source: Model-generated output. Panel (a) shows the relationship between adoption and city size. Panel (b)
shows what skill intensity ( H
L ) looks like in the counterfactuals with lower adoption costs.

are so small, this policy has negligible effects on aggregate adoption rates, which go up by only 0.3
percentage points.
On the other hand, if the government aimed to increase adoption rates, the policy of subsidizing
adoption everywhere would be very effective, as shown with the green line in Figure VIII. The
aggregate adoption rate increases by 5.9 percentage points. However, even though the subsidy is
the same everywhere, adoption increases much more in big cities than in small cities, amplifying
the patterns of the Great Divergence. Panel (b) shows that this policy also amplifies the divergence
across cities in the skill premium. These counterfactuals suggest that policies that subsidize the
fixed costs of using new technologies are effective at increasing aggregate adoption rates, though at
the expense of growing geographic differences in adoption, skill intensity, and the skill premium.

6.2

Subsidizing housing

Next, I consider the effect of a federal subsidy for constructing new buildings in big cities. Specifically, I assume that the national government imposes a lump sum tax of 1% of the average wage
and uses it to fund additional buildings in cities with above-median population. I assume the government can turn the tax revenue into housing with the same production function as the landlord
described in Section 3.5. The results of this policy for rents and the number of firms that adopt the
new technology are shown in Figure IX.
The subsidy equalizes rents across space. As a result, both low- and high-income households
move to the big cities. However, the effect on adoption is ambiguous. The right panel shows that
the number of firms that adopt the new technology increases in the big city and falls in the small
city, reflecting the shift in population. Overall, the number of adopters increases substantially; the
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Figure IX: Subsidizing housing
(a) Rent

(b) Number of firms adopting

Subsidy, above-median population cities

Baseline

Source: Model-generated output. Panel (a) shows the relationship between rents and city size in the baseline
model and the counterfactual with subsidized buildings in cities with above-median population. Panel (b)
shows the effect of the subsidy on the number of firms who adopt the new technology.

mass of adopters goes up by 15 percent. However, because rents do not increase as much in the big
cities, the small unproductive firms find it profitable to remain in the market: the selection effect
decreases, and the share of firms that adopt increases by only 0.07 percentage points.

7

Conclusion

Since 1980, big and small cities have diverged on several important dimensions. The relationships
between skill intensity and city size, the skill premium and city size, and business dynamism and
city size all increased between 1980 and 2018. This paper examines the extent to which these facts
can be jointly explained by the uneven diffusion of a new skill-biased technology.
I embed a rich model of firm dynamics into a benchmark spatial equilibrium model allowing the
joint consideration of technology adoption, relative wage inequality, and business dynamism across
cities. I calibrate the model to match the salient features of the 1980 data.
I use the model to consider the introduction of a new skill-biased technology. The new technology
has an absolute productivity advantage but uses skill more intensively and incurs a higher fixed cost.
Firms that are otherwise the same will make different adoption decisions based on the characteristics
of the city in which they are located. Firms adopt more when they are in a big city that is, ex-ante,
better at using high-skilled labor and has abundant amenities for high-skilled labor. Cities with
more adoption see an increase in high-skilled wages and rents. Smaller, less-productive firms that do
not find it profitable to adopt the new technology exit the market, which amplifies the differences
in adoption rates across cities and changes the cross-sectional relationship between city size and
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business dynamism. Furthermore, the increase in selection puts additional downward pressure on
low-skilled wages since these exiting firms have a comparative advantage in using low-skilled labor.
Even though the new technology is available everywhere, the introduction of the technology favors specific kinds of labor and market characteristics, amplifying existing differences across cities.
The introduction of the new skill-biased technology that is adopted differently across cities can
quantitatively account for the divergence between big and small cities. Specifically, it can account
for the increasing relationship between the skill premium and city size, the increasing relationship
between skill abundance and city size, and the increasing relationship between dynamism and city
size. Further, assuming that adopting firms will use ICT technologies more intensively, this mechanism can account for the fact that firms in big cities spend more per worker on ICT investments
than firms in small cities and devote a higher share of their investment budget to ICT expenses.
A decomposition of TFP growth into a share from technology adoption and a share from selection
suggests that selection played a significant role in amplifying the Great Divergence.
Finally, I use the model to examine the effects of policies aimed at increasing aggregate adoption by subsidizing the cost of adoption or by subsidizing the cost of construction. I show that
policymakers face a trade-off: they can increase adoption rates and amplify the features of the
Great Divergence, or they can work towards equalizing outcomes across cities with little effect on
aggregate adoption.
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Online Appendix
A

Data Appendix

This appendix provides robustness checks and additional results for the main empirical findings in
the paper. First, I present facts related to the changing relationship between the skill premium, the
supply of skilled workers, and city size. These trends have become known as the Great Divergence
in the literature. I reproduce them here since they are important inputs to my quantitative analysis.
Then in Section A.2, I provide robustness for the facts on business dynamism. In Section A.3, I
provide more details on the ACES ICT data.

A.1

Descriptive facts robustness checks: Demographic facts

To document facts on the city-size wage premium and skill supply by city size, I use data from the
1980 Decennial Census and the 2018 American Community Survey (ACS)15 compiled by IPUMS
(Ruggles et al., 2019). The finest geographic unit available in the ACS is the Public Use Micro Area
(PUMA), which, unfortunately, does not map uniquely to a CBSA. To deal with cases where there
is no unique mapping, I follow the method of Autor and Dorn (2013) and Baum-Snow et al. (2018):
When an individual resides in a PUMA that crosses CBSA lines, I include the individual in both
CBSAs and adjust their weights for the probability that they reside in each using the Geographic
Equivalency Files from the Census Bureau.
I limit the sample to civilian workers aged 16 to 64 who work at least 30 hours a week. I use the
occupation codes from Autor and Dorn (2013) and the 1990 industry codes provided by IPUMS. I
group the detailed race categories into five groups that are consistent over time: white non-Hispanic,
Hispanic, Black, Asian, and other. Wages include all wage and salary income, including cash tips,
commissions, and bonuses collected in the previous calendar year. High-skilled workers are those
with at least four years of college, while low-skilled workers are those with less than four years of
college. I show below that the main facts are robust to alternative definitions of skill. For data
on rents and housing prices, I follow Ganong and Shoag (2017) and calculate a housing composite
measure of 12 times the monthly rent for renters and 5 percent of their house’s value for homeowners.
I use estimates of housing supply elasticity from Saiz (2010).
Figure A.I shows the relationship between the skill premium and city size by year. Panel (a)
shows the correlation using average wages for high- and low-skilled workers, respectively, while
Panel (b) uses residual wages from a standard Mincer regression controlling for age, age squared,
sex, race, and foreign-born status. Panel (c) adds controls for industry and occupation. With each
specification, the relationship between the skill-premium and city size increases between 1980 and
2018.
15

I stop my analysis in 2018 because that is the last year the BDS is available.
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Figure A.I: Skill-premium and skill-intensity by city size
(a) Baseline measure of skill-premium

(c) Skill-premium, residual wages
w/ occ and ind controls

(b) Skill-premium, residual wages

(d) More than college : Some college or less
(baseline measure of skill intensity)

(e) More than HS : HS or less

(f) College : High School

1980

2018

Source: Wages and skill supply are from the 1980 Decennial Census and 2018 ACS. Population is working-age
population (ages 20-64) from the Intercensal Population Estimates. Figures display the relationship between
the skill premium and skill intensity with city size. All results are demeaned by year. Specifically, for each
city j and each year t, I plot are wHjt /wLjt − wHjt¯/wLjt . Panel (a) shows the skill-premium using average
wages. Panel (b) shows the skill-premium using wages adjusted for demographics including age, age squared,
gender, and race dummies. Panel (c) adds further controls for occupation and industry fixed effects. Panel
(d) defines H as those with 4+ years of college and 41
L as those with less than four years of college. Panel
(e) defines H as those with some college or more and L as those with a high school diploma or less. Panel
(f ) defines H as those with exactly four years of college and L as those with exactly a high school diploma.

Figure A.I shows the relationship between the ratio of high- to low-skilled workers and city size
for 1980 and 2018. Figure A.I includes three definitions of skill intensity. First, in panel (d) is
the baseline measure of skill intensity, those with four or more years of college divided by those
with some college or less. Panel (e) uses an alternative definition: those with some college or more
divided by those with high school or less. Finally, panel (f) uses those with exactly four years of
college relative to those with only a high school degree. In all three cases, the same pattern holds:
the relationship between skill intensity and city size increased between 1980 and 2018.

A.2

Descriptive facts robustness checks: Firm facts

Additional measures of dynamism

Figure A.II: Dynamism and city size, controlling for sector composition
(a) industry controls only

(b) adding demographic controls

Source: Business Dynamic Statistics and author calculations. The figure displays the regression coefficient
on population from a regression of dynamism, as measured by the firm start-up and exit rate and job creation
and destruction rates on a full set of year-sector fixed effects and city working-age (ages 20-64) population.
Panel (b) further controls for city level prime-age worker share (ages 25-54) and ten-year city-level population
growth rates between years t and t − 10.

Here I present the main facts using several alternate measures of dynamism, including the
firm start-up and exit rate and the job creation and destruction rates. Following Davis et al.
(1996), the start-up rate in time t is defined as srt =
ert =

firm deathst
(firmst +firmst−1 )/2 .

age 0 firmst
(firmst +firmst−1 )/2 ;

the exit rate is defined as

Job creation and destruction are employment increases and decreases at

expanding or contracting firms, respectively. Specifically, the job creation rate is
P
jcrt =

i (empti

− empt−1,i )I[empti > empt−1,i ]
(empt + empt−1 )/2

and the job destruction rate is
P
jdrt =

− empti )I[empti < empt−1,i ]
.
(empt + empt−1 )/2

i (empt−1,i
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I again take five-year moving averages of all dynamism rates to smooth out spurious year-to-year
fluctuations in the data due to small city-industry bins and imputation error from Economic Census
years.
Figure A.II shows the relationship between dynamism and city size for 1980 and 2018, using data
from the public Business Dynamic Statistics, controlling for a full set of sector-year fixed effects.
In 1980, there was no relationship, or even a negative relationship, between measures of dynamism
and city size, while by 2018, big cities have become more dynamic than small cities. Panel (b)
shows the same correlation coefficients βt over time, but with further controls for the lagged 10
year population growth in the city and the prime age worker share. These robustness checks are
motivated by the work of Karahan et al. (2019) and Engbom (2017) who identify population growth
and prime-age workers as important drivers of business dynamics. The same conclusions still hold
- the cross-sectional correlation between dynamism and city size has increased between 1980 and
2018.

Robustness checks in the Longitudinal Business Database

Figure A.III: Correlation coefficients, dynamism and city size controlling for
industry
(a) industry controls only

(b) adding demographic controls

Source: LBD and author calculations. Population is working-age population from the Intercensal Population
Estimates. The figure displays the correlation coefficients between dynamism, as measured by the establishment start-up and exit rate, the firm start-up and exit rate and job creation and destruction, and city size,
controlling for a full set of year by NAICS 3 fixed effects. Panel (b) further controls for city-level prime-age
worker share (ages 25-54) and ten year city-level population growth rates between years t and t − 10. The
unit of observation is a CBSA × 3-digit NAICS bin. Standard errors are clustered at the CBSA level. The
figure uses 3-year moving averages of dynamism rates.

In Figure A.III, I present the correlation between dynamism and city size over time controlling
for industry composition at the three-digit NAICS level. To do this, I compute dynamism measures
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within a city-industry cell16 and then estimate the following specification for each year
Dict = αit + βt log(popct ) + ict .
Figure A.III shows the correlation coefficients βt over time. Panel (b) of Figure A.III shows the same
correlation coefficients βt over time, but with further controls for the lagged ten-year population
growth in the city and the prime age worker share.

Decline in dynamism versus initial city size

Figure A.IV: Decline in dynamism versus initial city size
(a) Firm start-up and exit rate

(b) Establishment start-up and exit rate

(c) Job creation and job destruction rate

Source: Business Dynamic Statistics and author calculations. Population is from the Intercensal Population
Estimates. The figure displays the relationship between the demeaned decline in dynamism, as measured by
the establishment start-up and exit rate, the firm start-up and exit rate and job creation and destruction,
between 1980 and 2018 and city size. Specifically for a city j and year t demeaned dynamism rate Djt is
¯ Dt . The unit of observation is one of 30 city-size categories.
∆1980,2018 Dj − ∆1980,2018

Next, I show that cities that were small in 1980 exhibited larger declines in dynamism than big
cities. This ensures that the changing relationship of dynamism to city size is not just driven by
16

I note that results from the LBD all use 3-year instead of 5-year averages of dynamism rates. This is because
the previous version of this paper used three year moving averages. It was later pointed out that Five years would be
better because of imputation error from Census years. However, due to the cumbersome disclosure review process, I
did not update the results in the LBD. These results are only included as robustness checks in the appendix.
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dynamic cities moving up the city size distribution. Figure A.IV shows the relationship between
the decline in dynamism versus 1980 city size in the public BDS data. In cities twice as large,
the establishment start-up rate fell by about .3 percentage points less than in cities half the size.
In practice, this amounts to a sizable difference with the smallest cities experiencing a decline in
dynamism twice as severe as the largest cities.
To control for industry composition, I estimate the following specification:
∆1980,2018 Dic = αi + βlog(popc1980 ) + ic
where ∆2014,1980 Dic is the change in dynamism between 1980 and 2018 in city c and industry i, αi
is a full set of industry fixed effects and popc1980 is a city’s 1980 working-age population. I estimate
this at the city by three-digit NAICS level. I look at the change between 1980 and 2014 instead of
2018 because 2014 is the latest year I have available in the LBD. The results are presented in Table
A.I.

∆ 1980 to 2014

log(pop1980 )
Observations
R2

sr

er

esr

eer

jcr

jdr

0.349∗∗∗

0.0979∗∗∗

0.322∗∗∗

0.286∗∗∗

0.780∗∗∗

0.308∗∗∗

(0.0557)

(0.0387)

(0.0586)

0.0444)

(0.0822)

(0.0567)

57, 500

57, 500

57, 500

57, 500

58, 500

58, 500

0.141

0.066

0.101

0.070

0.073

0.061

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A.I: Decline in Dynamism and City Size, industry controls
Source: LBD and author calculations. Population is from the Intercensal Population Estimates. The table displays
the relationship between the demeaned decline in dynamism, as measured by the establishment start-up and exit rate,
the firm start-up and exit rate and job creation and destruction between 1980 and 2014 and city size. Specifically
¯ Dt . The unit of
for a city j and year t, demeaned decline in the dynamism rate Djt is ∆1980,2014 Dj − ∆1980,2014
observation is a CBSA × 3-digit NAICS. The regression includes a full set of industry fixed effects. Standard errors
are clustered at the CBSA level. Observations are rounded to the nearest 100 for disclosure avoidance.

A.3

Annualized Capital Expenditure Survey Data Appendix

In this section, I provide information about matching the Annualized Capital Expenditure Survey
(ACES) and the ICT supplement to the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD). Of all the observations in the ICT supplement of the ACES, 88.8% of them match to a firm in the LBD. Since the
ACES over-samples large firms; it is more relevant that 92.0% of the total sampling weight has a
match in the LBD. In Table A.II, I show some summary statistics on the firms that match versus
those that do not. While both matchers and non-matchers have similar ICT investment shares,
non-matchers are smaller and thus have lower levels of ICT investment and total investment.
Note that the ACES survey is conducted at the level of EIN (Employer Identification Number)
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non-matchers
matchers

average ICT
investment share
0.316
(0.35)
0.314
(0.35)

average ICT
investment
16.02
(873)
99.27
(13,880)

average total
investment
96.27
(5,326)
518.90
(62,690)

Table A.II: Matchers versus non-matchers
Note: standard deviation is in parentheses. Average ICT investment and Total Investment are in thousands of U.S.
dollars. Source: LBD and ACES data from the U.S. Census Bureau. Table compares characteristics of firms in the
ACES that match to the LBD and firms in the ACES that do not match to the LBD.

while the LBD aggregates EINs that belong to one firm under a unique FIRMID. Thus, multiple
observations in the ACES may match to the same FIRMID in the LBD. In this case, I aggregate
the observations in the ACES, summing across the different investment categories to get total firm
investment. To match to the LBD, I use the ALPHA number provided in the ACES when available.
When ALPHA is unavailable, I use the BRID (Business Register ID). I verify the matches by
checking that the broad industry classification (NAICS Sector) is the same in both datasets.

A.4

Robustness of ICT results to firm location

In this section, I perform two robustness exercises to show that fact 2 is robust to the way in
which firm location is assigned in the ACES dataset. First, in panel (a) of Table A.III, I show that
the results are robust to using single establishments firms only. For these establishments, there
is no ambiguity as to the location of the firm—firm location is simply the location of their single
establishment.
Second, in panel (b), I use an alternative dataset of ICT expenditures that is available at the
establishment level rather than the firm level—the Census of Manufacturers (CMF), which contains
data on computer purchases. The drawback to this dataset is that it only covers manufacturing
firms. However, because in the CMF, computer purchases vary at the establishment level, I add a
further specification controlling for firm fixed effects.
Across all specifications, the results are the same, ICT spending per employee and the ICT
share of investment is increasing in city size. Even within a firm, computer spending is higher at
establishments located in big cities.
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Table A.III: Robustness of ICT results to firm location
Panel A: ACES Single Establishment Sample
investment
log( ICT
Employment )

log(pop)

0.0525***
(0.0102)

log(emp)
NAICS 4 FE
Year FE
Age FE
Firm FE
Observations
R-squared

Y
Y
N
N
89000
0.227

ICT investment
Total investment

0.0548***
(0.00787)
-0.464***
(0.00954)
Y
Y
Y
N
89000
0.364

0.0116***
(0.00136)

Y
Y
N
N
111000
0.173

0.0118***
(0.00137)
-0.0116***
(0.00179)
Y
Y
Y
N
111000
0.175

Panel B: CMF Sample
Computers
log( Employment
)

log(pop)

Computer spending
Total investment

0.0330***
(0.00496)

0.0217*** 0.0328***
(0.00460) (0.00584)
log(emp)
-0.229*** -0.348***
(0.00432)
(0.0109)
NAICS 4 FE
Y
Y
Y
Year FE
Y
Y
Y
Age FE
N
Y
Y
Firm FE
N
N
Y
Observations
486000
486000
486000
R-squared
0.087
0.168
0.637
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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0.00165***
(0.000309)

Y
Y
N
N
675000
0.054

0.00183***
(0.000284)
0.00381***
(0.000452)
Y
Y
Y
N
675000
0.056

0.00252***
(0.000485)
-0.000886
(0.000652)
Y
Y
Y
Y
675000
0.559

B

Derivations for firm problems

B.1

Value function

The problem of the firm is to choose the exit threshold below which they will exit the market. They
choose the exit threshold to solve
T (zxj )

Z
V (z) = max Ez
zxj ≤z

e−ρt (πj (z(t))) dt

0

dlog(zt ) = µdt + ΨdW (t).
Defining s = ln z σ−1 and using a change of variable, the value function can be rewritten as
Z

T (sxj )

V (s) = max Es
sxj ≤s

h
i
e−ρt Zjk es − F k dt

0

dst = µ̃dt + Ψ̃dW (t),


1 2
where µ̃ = (σ − 1) µ − 2 Ψ and Ψ̃ = Ψ(σ − 1) and Zj =

β

(1−βL )

Wj L rj

σ
β
βLL (1−βL )(1−βL ) ψj σ−1

1−σ

Yj Pjσ σ1 . The

stochastic process for√ s is derived using Ito’s Lemma17 and follows a standard Brownian motion.
−µ̃+ µ̃2 +2Ψ̃2 ρ
Assuming R2 =
> 1, then following Proposition 6.3 from Stokey (2008), sx solves
Ψ̃2
∞

Z
Π(sxj ) = R2

e−R2 ξ π(sxj + ξ)dξ = 0

0

Integrating
Z

∞

e−R2 ξ π(sxj + ξ)dξ

Π(sxj ) =R2
0

sa

Z
= R2

Z
h
i
e−R2 ξ Zesx +ξ − F dξ + R2

0


= R2

Zesx +sa −R2 sa
F e−R2 sa
+
1 − R2
R2

∞

i
h
e−R2 ξ Z a esx +ξ − F a dξ = 0
sa

 a sx +sa −R2 sa

Zesx
F
F a e−R2 sa
Z e
−
−
− R2
+
.
1 − R2 R2
1 − R2
R2

Finally, setting this equal to zero gives
Π(sxj ) = 0 =⇒ esx =

R2 − 1 (F a − F n ) e−R2 sa + F n
.
R2 (Z a − Z n ) esa −R2 sa + Z n

17

Ito’s lemma says that if x is a Brownian motiondx = µ(x)dt + σ(x)dW then y = f (x) is also a Brownian motion
of the form dy = df (x) = µ(x)f 0 (x) + 21 σ 2 (x)f 00 (x) dt + σ(x)f 0 (x)dW . Thus,


1
1
1
1
1
ds = df (z) = (σ − 1) µz − ψ 2 z 2 2 dt + (σ − 1)ψdW (t)
a
z
2
z
a


1
= (σ − 1) µ − ψ 2 dt + (σ − 1)ψdW (t) = µ̃dt + ψ̃dW (t)
2
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B.2

Firm size distribution

The distribution of firm size evolves according to the Kolmogorov Forward Equation
∂g(s)
dg(s) 1 2 d2 g(s)
= −µ̃
+ ψ̃
∂t
ds
2
ds2
In steady state

∂g(s)
dt

= 0 =⇒ −δ dg(s)
ds =

d2 g(s)
ds2

where δ =


 g − (s)
g(s) =
 g + (s)

−µ̃
.
Ψ̃2 /2

The solution is going to be

s ∈ (sx , se )
s > se

and
g − (s) = C1 + C2 e−δs
g + (s) = C3 + C4 e−δs

.

There will be four boundary conditions:
1. the mass of firms is finite: M =
(a)

R∞
se

R se
sx

g − (s)ds +

R∞
se

g + (s)ds < ∞


∞
g + (s)ds = C3 s + C4 1δ e−δs se =⇒ C3 = 0

2. f (s) is continuous at entry: lims↓se g + (s) = lims↑se g − (s)
(a) To show this, use the discrete approximation to the Brownian motion
∆N = (1 − p)hg + (se + h) = phg − (se − h)
∆N ≈ (1 − p)h g + (se ) + g +0 (se )h + g +00 (se )h2

≈ ph g − (se ) + g −0 (se )(−h) + g −00 (se )h2
√
Divide both sides by ∆ and take the limit as ∆ → 0 which gives
g + (se ) = g − (se )
(b) C1 + C2 e−δse = C4 e−δse =⇒ C1 = (C4 − C2 ) e−δse
3. there’s no mass at the exit threshold: g(sx ) = 0
(a) (C4 − C2 ) e−δse + C2 e−δsx = 0 =⇒ C4 = C2

(e−δse −e−δsx )
e−δse

(b) This gives g(.) as a function of C2
g − (s) = −C2 e−δsx + C2 e−δs
(e−δse −e−δsx ) −δs
g + (s) = C2
e
e−δse
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4. To solve for C2 , we can use that the mass of exiters is


∆E = (1 − p)hg − (sx + h) ≈ (1 − p)h g − (sx ) + hg −0 (sx ) + O(h2 )
ψ̃ 2 −0
2 g (sx )

dividing by ∆ and taking the limit as ∆ → 0 implies E =
(a) f 0 (sx ) = −δC2 e−δsx =

C

2E
ψ̃ 2

=⇒ C2 =

E
µ̃e−δsx

Calibration

C.1

Uniqueness of city fundamentals

In this section, I show that there is a unique set of fundamentals that rationalize the data as being an
equilibrium of the model in 1980. The vector of fundamentals is given by Pc = {γ, ψ, Ah , Al , f e , f c , φ, η};
that is, the weight on high-skilled labor, γ, the city specific productivity term, ψ, high- and lowskilled amenities, Ah and Al , entry costs, fe , fixed costs, fc , the productivity of the building sector
φ, and the elasticity of building supply, η. Table III in the main text gives the moments in the data
used to recover the parameters. I solve for the parameters recursively in the following steps:
1. Using the start-up rate, back out the implied exit threshold zx : sr =

µ̃
sx −se

sx

and zx = e σ−1 .

Knowing the exit threshold means the firm distribution given by equation (10) is determined.
2. Solve for γj using the two labor market clearing conditions. The two labor market clearing
conditions are


Hj = hdj Yj + θjh Mj fjc + θjh Ej fje


Lj = ljd Yj + θjl Mj fjc + θjl Ej fje
Divide

Hj
Lj

=



wh
wl

− 

γ
1−γ



. The skill intensity of city j,


data. Thus, rearranging to solve for γ gives γj =

Hj
Lj

Hj
Lj ,

and the relative wages are both

1

 w
h
wl


1

H
1+ L j
j

.

wh
wl

3. Next, I use the condition that Pj = 1 to solve for the level of wages and ψj . In city 1, ψ1 is
normalized to be 1. Thus, I can solve
Z
1=
Ωj
β

where cj (z) =

σ
cj (z)
σ−1

!

1−σ

1
1−σ

dω

(1−βL )

Wj L rj
β



βLL (1−βL )(1−βL ) ψj z

and Ωj was pinned down in step 1 for wl1 . Using wl1 pins

down the level of wages in the whole economy and using data on relative wages in city j, the
city size wage premium, and rents, I can solve for whj , wlj and rj for all j.
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4. Knowing wages, in all other cities j ≥ 2, I can use P = 1 to solve for ψj .

Z
ψj = 
Ωj

(1−βL )

WjβL rj

σ
βL
βL (1 − βL )(1−βL ) ψj z σ − 1

1
 1−σ

!1−σ

dω 

5. Next, I use three equations to jointly solve for aggregate output, Y , the fixed cost f c and the
entry cost f e .
final goods: Yj = wHj Hj + wLj Lj + Πvj − (θjh whj + θjl wlj + θjb r) Mj fjc + Nj fje





free entry: Vj (ze ) = θjh whj + θjl wlj + θjb r fje
profit maximization (smooth pasting): Vj0 (zx ) = 0
where the smooth pasting condition can be re-arranged to solve uniquely for f c ,
−

)
Z
ρ (1−ξ
esx
−ξ − ρ−µ̃− 1 Ψ̃2
2




Recall that Zj ≡

β

θjh whj

(1−βL )

Wj L rj

+

σ
β
βLL (1−βL )(1−βL ) ψj σ−1

θjl wlj

1−σ

+

θjb r

 = f c.

Yj Pjσ σ1 for ease of notation. Then plugging the

free entry condition and the equation for f c into the market clearing condition gives a linear
function of Y , and therefore, the solution for Yj will be unique. Knowing Yj , the free entry
condition and smooth pasting condition can be used to solve for unique values of fje and fjc .
6. The data on the elasticity of housing supply from Saiz (2010) maps directly into the parameter
on the elasticity of building supply ηj . Then use the building market clearing condition to
solve for bj
Bjd + (1 − β)Hj
where Bjd = Mj

R

d
z bj (z)q(z)g(z)dz

1
whj
wlj
+ (1 − β)Lj
= φj r η−1
rj
rj

+ θjb Mj fjc + θjb Nj fje .

7. Finally, I use the labor market clearing
to solve for amenities for each skill type. Define
ν
β−1
β
(1−β)
V̄τ j ≡ Aτ j β (1 − β)
wτ j qj
. Then the probability that city j provides the highest
utility to worker i will follow a multinomial logit
V̄τ j
πτ j = P (Viτ j > Viτ k , ∀k 6= j) = P
.
j V̄τ j
In city 1, the amenities are normalized to be 1, so V̄τ 1 is known. Further, the πτ j s are known
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from the data. Define a vector x = [−πτ 2 V̄τ 1 , ..., −πτ J V̄τ 1 ] and a matrix



P =



...

πτ 2



πτ 3 − 1 ...

πτ 3







πτ 2 − 1
πτ 3

πτ 2

...

...

πτ J

πτ J

...

...

... πτ J − 1

then the the vector V = [V̄τ 2 , ..., V̄τ J ] can be solved for
x = P V =⇒ V = P −1 x.
The determinant of the matrix P is not equal to zero; therefore, there will be a unique solution
for V , which can then be solved in closed form for Aτ j .

C.2

Robustness to the calibration of the parameters of the new technology

Panels (a) through (c) of figure C.I show how the the main targets in the calibration change with
the parameters of the new technology: Γγ , which scales up the weight on high-skilled labor; Γψ ,
which scales up the absolute productivity advantage of the new technology; and, Γf c , which scales
up the fixed cost of the new technology. Figure C.I shows the response of the main targets in the
model: growth in aggregate high- and low-skilled wages and average establishment size.
As Γγ increases, the new technology becomes more expensive to adopt, increasing adoption rates
and increasing the weight placed on high-skilled labor. As a result, as Γγ increases, wages grow
for high-skilled workers and fall for low-skilled workers. At the same time, establishment size falls
because adoption is less likely. As Γψ increases, the new technology is more productive, increasing
adoption rates and, therefore SBTC. Wages for high-skilled workers again rise while they fall for lowskilled workers. The average establishment size increases since there is more adoption and the size
of these firms will be larger. As Γf c increases, adoption becomes more expensive. Since there is less
adoption, wages for high-skilled workers fall while they rise for low-skilled workers. Establishment
size increases since fixed costs are higher and selection is tougher. The model is well-identified in
that these three parameters affect these moments in different ways allowing the model to match the
moments perfectly.
Panels (d) through (f) show how the main cross-sectional results change as the parameters
of the new technology are increased or decreased by 5%. Panel (d) shows the share of the crosssectional change in skill intensity matched by the introduction of the new technology. In the baseline
calibration, the model matches 101% of the changing relationship between skill intensity and citysize. This number fluctuates between 95 and 110 percent as the parameters of the new technology
are increased or decreased by 5%. Panels (e) and (f) show the same thing for the skill-premium and
the start-up rate, respectively. In each case, the main results still hold even within a range of the
Γs around the baseline calibration.
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C.3

Robustness to the denomination of the fixed cost

Figure C.II shows how the main model results change if the fixed costs are denominated in the final
good instead of the factor shares as in the baseline model. I recalibrate the model to perfectly match
the moments of the data in 1980 as described in Section 4. I then recalibrate the parameters of the
new technology {Γψ , Γγ , Γf }. The main results are presented in Figure C.II. I focus on the extent
to which the introduction of the new technology can explain the main cross-sectional changes in the
Great Divergence.
The model still matches the main features of the Great Divergence. The main difference is in
the extent to which the model can match the changing relationship between the start-up rate and
city size. The model predicts 58 percent of the changing slope in the baseline calibration. When
the fixed cost is denominated in the final good, the model matches 47 percent of the changing slope.
Thus, the main findings are robust to this choice. But, when the fixed costs are denominated in the
factors of production instead of the final good, the increase in factor costs amplifies the changes in
selection. The fixed costs for the small non-adopters rise, increasing the exit threshold.

D
D.1

Additional Model Results
Changes in population: model vs. data

In this section, I verify that the relationship between population growth and initial population in
the model is consistent with the data. This relationship is counter-intuitive since we would expect
big cities where there is more adoption to grow faster. However, these cities also have a lower
housing supply elasticity. Thus, even though they adopt more, the increase in congestion limits
their population growth. Low-skilled workers, in particular, leave the big cities for less constrained
smaller cities. This is consistent with evidence from Rappaport (2018) who documents a nonmonotonic relationship between population growth to initial city size. In particular, Rappaport
(2018) finds that big cities grow less than less constrained and less crowded medium-sized cities.

D.2

Changes in rent: model vs data

In this section, I show that the model does a good job of reproducing the changing relationship
between rent and city size in the data. In Figure D.II, I show the relationship between rent and
city size for 1980 in the data and in the model in black. By construction, the model matches the
data perfectly in 1980. In grey, I show the relationship between rents and city size in the 2018 data,
while in green, I show the relationship between rent and city size in the second steady state of the
model. In the data, the correlation between rent and city size increases from .088 to .149, while in
the model it increases from .088 to .127. Thus, I slightly under-match the increasing relationship
between rent and city size in the data, but qualitatively, the model is very successful at reproducing
this pattern.
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D.3

Drivers of heterogeneity in adoption: additional results

In Section 5.1, I show the main sources of city-level heterogeneity that drive differences in technology
adoption. Here I show the effect of additional city parameters that do not significantly affect
adoption. While these parameters are essential for other dimensions of heterogeneity like the level
of wages, rents and firm size, they are not primary drivers of differences in adoption rates.
The counterfactuals shutting down the heterogeneity in ψj in panel (a) and heterogeneity in the
housing market, φj and ηj , in panel (b) also demonstrate the effect of the market size. Equalizing
ψ decreases the size of the biggest markets reducing adoption while equalizing the parameters of
the housing market increases the size of the biggest markets increasing adoption.
The role of fixed costs and entry costs are shown in panel (c). While these parameters matter
for heterogeneity across cities in the start-up rate, firm size, and selection, they are not important
factors in driving adoption. Panel (c) shows that when the fixed and entry costs are equalized, there
is almost no change in cross sectional pattern of adoption.
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Γf c

(f) start-up rate

(c) Average Establishment Size

Source: Model-generated output. Figures (a-c) show how the main targets used to calibrate the new technology (high-skilled wage growth, low-skilled
wage growth, and average establishment size) change as the three parameters of the new technology change. Figures (d) - (f ) show how the main
results change in response to the parameters of the new technology. (d) shows the share of the cross-sectional change in skill intensity that is matched
by the introduction of the new technology. (e) and (f ) show the skill-premium and the start-up rate, respectively.

Γψ

(e) skill premium

(d) Relative supply of skilled workers, H/L

Γγ

(b) wages, low skill

(a) wages, high skill

Figure C.I: Robustness to the parameters of the new technology

Figure C.II: Fixed costs paid in final goods: data vs. model
(a) City size wage premium, high skill

(b) City size wage premium, low skill

(c) Skill premium, Wh /Wl

(d) Relative supply of skilled workers, H/L

(e) Establishment start-up rate

(f) Change in the establishment start-up rate

1980, data

1980, model

2018, data

2018, model

Source: Figures show how the main results would change if the fixed costs were denominated in the final
good instead of labor and land. Each panel shows the change in the cross-sectional variable between the
initial and final steady state. Wages and skill intensity are from the 1980 Decennial Census and 2018 ACS.
Dynamism is from the Business Dynamic Statistic. Population is working-age population (ages 20-64) from
the Intercensal Population Estimates. Additional data from model output. The figure displays the relationship
between wages, skill intensity, and dynamism and city size in the model and the data. By construction, the
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model and data align perfectly in 1980 and are both shown
in black. Grey gives the 2018 data and green the
2018 steady state in the model. The unit of observation is one of 30 city-size categories. All variables are
demeaned by year.

Figure D.I: Population growth vs initial population, model vs. data

Source: Population growth and population are working-age population (ages 20-64) from the Intercensal Population
Estimates. Additional data from model output. The figure displays the relationship between population growth and
initial city size in the model and the data. The black line shows population growth between 1980 and 2018 in the
data, and the grey line shows population growth between the initial and final steady state in the model. The unit of
observation is one of 30 city-size categories.

Figure D.II: Rent vs population, model vs. data

1980, data

1980, model

2018, data

2018, model

Source: Rent is computed from the 1980 Decennial Census and 2018 ACS. Population is working-age population
(ages 20-64) from the Intercensal Population Estimates. Additional data from model output. The figure displays
the relationship between rent and city size in the model and the data. By construction, the model and data align
perfectly in 1980 and are both shown in black. Grey gives the 2018 data and green the 2018 steady state in the
model. The unit of observation is one of 30 city-size categories. All variables are demeaned by year.
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Figure D.III: Counterfactual adoption rates
(a) ψ

(b) φ and η

Baseline

(c) f c and f e

Counterfactual

Note: Figure displays counterfactual adoption rates when parameters defining a city are equalized.
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